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wanting in
is, they dread
returning to their various regiments. With
the experience they have had, I do not much
wonder; and yet I cannot help but wish for
some of Dr. Bascom's hemlock
plasters for
them. If they would prove half as effectual
in stiffening their backs as well as their courage, as his salve has (for lifly boxes of which
I must thank him,) in
healing their sores, I
should hope to see them with “back bone”
enough to do their duty to the last. Speaking
what we call “back

LI.,

of

name

FOSTER A CO.
Terms:

Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 66,00 per year iu adl*H*

vance.

Hates of Advertising:

2

mings
aperient, a

as

in his

Though

avenues

General Hospital, Harper's Ferry, 1

j

Editor» of Pres*:—The fortunes of war
fluctuate. Last week we were making prep-

long sojourn hereyesterday

received preemptorv orders to remove the
sick to Frederick, and close the Hospital forth-

we

with.

director, Surgeon Dawson, has
field, and our lame, halt and
the line of march toto be sent to

their

regiments, while the feeble and the convalescing are to join the multitude in Frederick Hospital.
of this sudden removal is a myssee an immense battery being

tery ;—but we
on

know that

the extreme of the

guerillas are

hights, and

banded and arc

we

prowl-

Wc put that
ing
and that together—and satify ourselves that
this is no safe place for us—until Jackson is

impossibi lity of securing sufficients upplies are
the proximate causes of the abandonment of

a

iron

bridge, and

Government

Correspondence of the Press.
Consolidation—Railroad Acci-

This vote will render most of the

gei

witnout
not

MEDICINES,

.Tune

SIGN

EXCHANGE ST.

POBTLAND,
J use

fjg

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

fVlUE attention of purchasers is Invited to the large
*,ld desirable stock of Ho
use-keeping Goods now
in store, ns above, comprising as it docs nearly
every
article usually needed in the Furniture and (
rockery
Departments. Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers cau find almost any varietv of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.

Corn,

HEAD OF MEURILL’8 WIIAUF,

on band and made to order,
variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better bargains in
quality and prices,

any other establishment in the

Our stock of

Commercial Street*

eer

and fireman

latter

having

STATIONERY

141 Middle Street*

jumped

gether with

a

.Satins, m<*diuius and

to-

com-

papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market price*. School Books of
every kind in use at wholesale prices.
mon

Correspondence

I

append

the names of those who

kept

tryst with me this afternoon, and talked of the
loved ones far away; and also those who have
left us for the Regiment, or elsewhere.
Present: Charles Higgins, Cyrus B. Townsend, Simon Gibarsou, Osgood Webb, Albert
Dunn, C. W. Harmon, J. E. Osgood, (Corp.)
Wallace Milliken, E. G. GetcheM, D. L. Blanchard, Richmond Sweetser, W. A. King, Irvin
G. Martin, E. P. Ross, and W. H. Warren.
E. P.

Chute,

and Frank

walk to my quarters,

so

Morse,

I sent

a can

each.

Absent:—George'A. Gordon,

John

Chaplin,

PORTLAND,

MANUFACTURER

Portland June 23, 18(8.

BOOKS !

-MAKER OF-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

CLOSETS,

Steam

NOYES,

Lutings, Serges,

M AND 48 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.
Journals, Lodger®, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collector® Book*.

STEAM AND

c.ii.rreed.

H ANSO
SIGN

AND

BRIGS, DVR STIFFS, CLASS WARE,

ORNAMENTAL

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
86 Commercial Street,

Ju129d&wly

FLOUR AND

DOLE

STREET,

Block,

MOODY,

PORTLAND,

ME.

hand, and for sale. at wholesale
market price*, in the crude stale
CONSTANTLY
manufacture
on

COFFEE,
SPICES,
CREAM TAUTAP.
SALEH ATCS.
SWEET HERBS, tfc., fc..
Packed in every variety of package* to suit dealer*.
tr Coffee and Spice* ground for the trade at

short notice.
All good* warranted

a*

aug4—3meod&w

GENERAL

Commission

Mr.

represented.

J. GRANT.

but I will

they all were;

Headquarter*

!

have

BtlVLElGB S,

163 Middle Street.

Drags,

right place,” inquires

the

Transcript,

Of

GOODS,

Chemicals, Fancy Goods, Ac.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and hot stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the di*t»cn*ary department, to merit the confidence
of the public.
CHAS. F. CROSMAN.
YUOS. H. POOR.
jc24tf

s&Seu

^y*The value of the Ilayticd coffee crop
this year is estimated at eight millions of dob
l&rs.
£r#“ The Worcester Transcript suggests
that the game of conciliation of the rebels is
about played out.

KIDDLE

YEATON A

Coiumi*wion

SPRING-BEDS, MATTliESSES,

CJlotliing-

PEW-CUSH-

AT

tV Hair Mattresses renovated. ^Furniture

BURLEIGH'S.

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the best material,
w ith dispatch, and at lowr prices.

^^gx

CUSTOM
Of every
to fit.

description,

w

C.

arranted

D.

HOUSE,

Stores,

Lon? Wh*f,

Ale.
JOSEPH

109 MIDDLE STREET,
an

assort*

and best selected stock of

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

purchasing Cargoes

August 2. 18*12.

All

of which must be sold, to close op the buainew,
Sept. 1.

before

I. H. BUCK.*AM, Aff't*

Jul28—lm

WHARF,

HALE.

-—Ever offered in Maiue,

can

be

hich will be sold

isfaction to the

so as

to warrant entire sat-

FANCY

Bath,

AMERICAN HOUSE,

L. II. TITCOMB,

jX&j^lthe
RJALJRted.
||bSi|Vtravel.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY.

AGENT FOB-

PALMER’S

FALL TERM of this Institution will

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Splints,

FOR

CRUTCHES,

unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, ami will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

373 r«iifre«« Street,
aug4dif

Are

Buyers

well to look at our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise on goods.
will do

1(33 Middle Street,
JOS I AH BURLEIGH.
l’ortlaud, July 22, 18ti2.

dfim

Forristall

...

Portland.

I. D. 71 It It K11.1, A CO.,

F L U M R E Tt S,

Board or Instruction —Rev. S. H. MeCollester, A. M., Principal; C.B. Fobes, A. B.. Associate
Principal; Miss E. L. Jordan, Assistant and Teacher
of Music; Mrs. 8. F. McCollestcr, Assistant. Miss
H. M. Lyon, Teacher of Ornamental Branches.

Tuition.
Common

Closets, Urinals, Force ami Suction Fumps,
Hath /loiters, If 'ash Bowls, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
CT-All kinds of fixtures for hot and cold water

aug4dly

personally

JOHN BOND.

B.

attended to

D.'mKIIBILL.

sea-bathing and water ixcnnions A Steam_I er ran* from Portland daily. bfSsimMd
en

in attendaue.

Je25*8w

"

6 00
6 00
10 00

Higher English, Latin, Greek and French,.
Music, with the use of Instmmeut,.
Drawing, Painting and Writing, extra.
Board per week, inclnding all but wood and lights,
92.00 Good room rent, 20 cents per week.
All letters of

dersigned.

inquiry

may be

Ctsrr,

HOUSE,
Proprietor,

addressed to the

BATH, MAINE.

rn*

., Bath Is one of tbe healthiest
on the const of Maine—delightfblsituated on the Kennebec, twelve mile#
I from the sea. and affords one of the most
repeats from the dust and turmoil of oar

THE

localities

ly

j

inviting
large cities.
Tbe Saoadahock Is one of tbs Attest, most spacious. aud best appointed Hotels in the Slate, located

7 MILK STREET,
JOHN

of the Scrmr

Serv ed ip at all hoars.

TURTLE SOUP. TUESDAY AND FRIDAY.
BROOK TROUT

a ad all klada of
Served to order.

Has prepared himself by selections from the New
Styles of Goods recently imported in New York and
Boston, to meet the requirement# of his customers

In his new stock are comprised Fancy Cloths for
Overcoats and Business Suits. Rich Black and

GAME

PINE APPLE LEMONADE,
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

to

as

PORTLAND, MR.

ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Every Delicacy

Merchant Tailor,

public

Steamboat

DIBIGO EATING HOUSE,
No.

CHANGE OF SEASON I

Depot,

Lauding, Post Office, Custom House, he., being directly tn the business centre of tbe City.
Terms Moderate fry tbe Week er Day.
Bath, June 23, 1863.
dtf

un-

STEVENS. Secretary.
Westbrook Seminary, Aug. 11.
8wd&2tw
G. M.

and the

■

within thsae minutes walk of the

English Branches.94 60

Higher

-*■ Frogs Served to Order. -M2
RSOL-LAB Boa touts at Reduced Rates
open every Sunday from 8 to 1, add from I tvl
o'clock.
Je23edtf
Meals to

Spring

FANCY BROADCLOTHS
For Dress and Frock Coats, embracing the nicer
qualities of French aud German, as well as the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,
Plain aud Fancy

DOESKINS!
Of a great variety of patterns. VESTINGS of all
the varieties that the market affords—Silk, Satin, Linen, and Cotton—many rare and unique styles.
Also
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

INSURANCE.
BATH

Company.

OFFICE UNDER THE SAG A DA HOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
I*resident and Director* of the Bath Mutual
Marin* I non ranee Company give notice that their

THF. sStock amount*

to

#800,000
to make

especially Invited.

To all of which attention is

MUTUAL

!TIarine In* urn nee

Capital

GENTLEMEN S FURNISHING GOODS,

And that
arc prepared
mutual principle. agaiu«t marine

they

makers wauted.
Portland, June 23. 1862.

•#*Coat and

11.

11.

dtf

11 A Y

;

insuranc*

oa

th*

risks, not exceeding
$10,000 Id any One Ri*k.

vest

,

John Fatten,
Oliver Mows,
M. F. Gannett,
J. II. McLellan,
Jas. F. Fatten,

aincTOM:
Wm. Drummond.
Sam'l I. Roliinson,
Arthur Sewall,
Lewis lilac knur,
S. A. Houghton,

Bath. July 3,1SG2.

G. E. R. Fatten,
E. K. Harding,
J. F. Morse,
David I*atteo,
J. C. Jameson.

K. K. HARDING. Prwddcat,
E. C. li\DE. Secretary.
d6m

can

liostOYl.
above place.
wly

Portland,

paid,

Me.

Trout & other Fishing Tackle.
ours, Riples, Revolvers,Cutlery and
Sportimo Goods generally.
ALSO,
and Stencil
attended to
usual.
Cutting

G.L.

STREET.

rilKKV FROM PORTL4ND

Cushing’s

Island.

*£3ON and after Monday, August 4th,
Lj^&T^^thc Steamer Tl'TE will leave Grand

Trunk Depot Wharf 6. 8 and 10 A.
31.; and 1, 3, 6 and 7 1*. 31. Returning, leave the
Island at 81. 9 and 11* A 31 ; and 2. 4 and 9 1* 31.
IIT TICKETS 121 CENTS EACH WAY.

auglltf

GRAVESTONES.
those who wish
llargain* will be given
to
purchase Gruv eatones or 31onumeuts of anv
will
me
Those
who
favor
with a call
description.
shall be satisfied that they are buying a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near Evergreen Cemetery,
Stevens' Plains.
to

GOOD

je30-3m

J. H. COOK.

and

Oflce 109 Middle Street*
JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

Fine

Chemicals,

Edward

Drugs,

ENGLISH. FRENCH AM AMERICAN PERU MIRY,

ARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.
-ALSO—

PAINTS, OILS,

VARNISHES,

AND DYE-STUFFS,
Ami all other article*
l'aiut establishment.

LARD OIL,

usually kept

in

a

Drug and

BOOTS,

SHOES^A

RUBBERS.

E. SHAW A eO„
No. 88

MIDDLE

STREET.

As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
SHI and fashionable HOOTS and SHOES, in e\ery variety and ntvle for gentlemen'* and la-^
f
^^^diea wear, ami invite all their old cuatouier*
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to
their ‘'under*landing*.”
E. 8. k Co. are agents for the Leavitt aud Wilcox
k Gibb* SEWING-MACHINES.
augo-tJmd

replenish

WARREN SPARROW,
ear.

mf

Exckai|C Si.,

rOKTLAXD, MB..
of tha

following

I

ikst

Clab*

Inaaruoa Co'i:

National Insurance Company,
Of Buaton.
Cath Capital and Surplua, 8800.000.

Republic Fire Insnrance Company,
Caah Capital and Surplu*, 8812,000.
Relief Fire Inaarance Company.

Of New York.

Of New Y'ork.

Caah

Capital and Surplus, 8260.000.

Equitable Fire and Marine In*. l«.,
Of rrovidence.
rkKrttcT SkcnttTY, which ought alwaya to M tha
4r,t nmtulomteem iu effecting insurance, la here offered to Hie public, at the loerest rate* •/premawa
adopted by touted uted reepemtehle companies.
Office iu

flF" State Agent for DAVIS A KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.
eod&wtoctl

IHSURAICE.

Om«r 14 Middle,

Agent

H

todta

FIRE

GENUINE MEDICINES,

GLASS

CHARLES HOLDEN. Prtiideut.
Shaw, Secretary.

June 28.

Pure

KEROS EVE OIL,

TO THK-

upon which six premiums hare been
renewed annually free of premium to thu

Those desiring insurance will do well to call
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.

as

DAILEY,

42 EXCHANGE
eodtf

Ottawa House,

policies
are

policy holder.

AND FANCY GOODS.

Repairing

continue to in,arc property on
favorable as those of any reliable com-

terms as

Congress Streets,

bo found at the

Company

THIS

APOTHECARIES1

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

I. D. MKKK1LL.

Ul

ity
AH

ly

16.

Wafer

set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country

Proprietor.

OPEN fbr Genteel Boarders—three miles
from Portland—within thirty rods of the
[ Oeean—with good opportunities for Ashing,

oon-

GOODS,

No. 117 Middle Street,

SALE.

SPECIMEN 1.1 MUS MA }’ HE SEEN AT

AND TRIMMING GOODS

r. J.

June 23.

Sheet Gutta Fercha for

dtf

SOUTH SIDE OF PEAK'S ISLAND,

com-

THE WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27th, and
tinue twelve weeks.

STATION EHY, TOYS, 4c.,

LIMBS,

-ALSO.-

AND

28,1862.

HENRY M. BRACKETT,

AlfYetl

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

Aug.

Apothecary,

purchaser.

June

Summer Retreat,

Boston, Miss.,
TS the largest and best arranged Hotel in
New England State*; is centrally locaand eas> of access from all tl»e routes of
It contains the modern iinprovcMrm-nts. aud every convenience for the comfort aud accommodation of the travelling
public.
The sleeping rooms are large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms arc well arranged, and completely
ftirnished for families aud large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Motel in every respect.

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE NOTIONS,

June 23.

3m

ARTIFICIAL

eon neetad

with bouse.

PORTLAND

DENTIST,

BURLEIGH’S,

•.•Terms SI per day. Stable

Mutual Fire Inaurauee Company.

AS HERETOFORE.

obtained at-

886, WarhihotoxSt., Bath.

J_[

IMPORTER ARP DEALER IE

DU. II. KIMBALL,

Furnishing Goods,

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,
Portland, July 22, 18fl2.

an-

tba
Mend.,
generally, that during the temporary
LBcompulimry ■u>|»'n>ion of nit baniuc lie
irni.hed thi« well-known borne anew, and la
now better than errr prepared to wait
upon hb cnatomera. and hope, by .trfct attention to their wanta
to merit a continuance of the patronage which be baa
hitherto received.
E. O. MAYO.
dfe wtf
Fawadnmkeag, Jone 23, 1863.

A. W. BANFIELD,

ADIHHON W. BANPIKLD.

HAS BEHOVED TO

AND-

Gentlemen's

vnlrwriber would very MepeetfWIy
|THE
nounce to hi. numeron.
and

Hardware, Cutlery, Glass, &c.,

aud Charters for vessel*.
d&wtimT

28 and 30 Federal and 106

BROWN,

Where he will continue the

largest

ADAMS, Proprietor.

i, JpnbUc

-I'EALEU IX-

The

w

—

BLOCK,

YBATON,

aug7—lred

oval.

NEW STORE, No. 3 UNION

TERMS MODERATE. FOR BOARD BY WEEK
OK DAY.

COST !

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forristall,

Also, ALE, PORTER. CIOAR8, Ac.

WORK,

mails to order and

re-

It* the place where OYSTERS of the best
are served up at a few moments'
notice, in kveby STYLE, at auj hour in
the day or evening.

o xxx

and Cabin

Portland,
JOHN

quality

H.

CHAXDLEBS,

AND DEALER* IN

Corner Commercial St. find

and

form of Fore Street and Portland Pier,

f#y
v—'

merchant*,

•.•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,

II. FREEMAN'S

OYSTER

MILITARY

romana.

paired and varnished, ( bairn re-caned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
•old or exchanged.
juloOdtiin

Is selling, regardless of Cost,

IIA laE,

MOULTONS

IONS, *c., ffc.

Summer

Ship

liOuiigoft, BedsleatK
x^xcnange sireei,

AT

-IN AT-

AND SUMMER SEASONS !

STBEET,

SUIl* BUOKERS,

Manfaclanr of

1-19

HARDW ARE

FASHIONABLE CLOTHING FOR THE SPRING

IV Order* by mail or ex pro** promptly executed,
augecod&n lam w

PARKER,

FUEXITURE,

AND

One Door East of Canal Hank.

upholsterer

every description,

EOH SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

^“*It

appears that some Northern ladies
are more loyal than others. 'The most
loyal
class is said to be that which “wears red on the
cheek, the white on the neck, and the blue iu
the eye

stock of

well selected

F.

THIS 1. the larger! Hotel In tb. State, |Mamaina all the modern improvement., and
flnt cla* in .very appointment.

137. MIDDLE ST..

—

All of

in the

NO. 84}

taken

MILITARY

PORTLAND, ME.

ENGRAVER,

CROSMAN A POOR,
TA Middle Street,
store,
HAVE
(Fox lilnck.) and reflect fully invite public at-

Two Fkiends.

“who for Heaven’s sake is?”

HALL,

J. F. KK'II tltDSOY,

Drug Store!
large and

.f

r.r.rr

Streets

Preble

....

WM. C. BECKETT.

eodtf

tention to their

mm

CENTRAL HOUSE,

Block, foams Slmt,

DESIGNER

GREAT EXCITEMENT

AT

Clapp's

OPP. OLD C ITY
8ind& woe

MOODY.

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

1STew

give a list of those we saw. None
dangerously wounded. Only
died since arriving at the hospital;
are doing well, and in good spirits,

The Worcester Transcript doubts the
New York Herald’s rumor of the removal of
Gen. Butler. “If Butler is not the
right man

No. 8

PORTLAND, Me.
ANDREW T. DOLE.

O-

of them were
two

I> EIV TIH T,

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

ber that were reported as being in the hospital there. But we labored under this disadvantage—tlie books were not regulated, and
where

DR. C. H. OSGOOD,
fgWSURGEON f MECHANICAL

FLOUR, CORN AND FRODUOE,

exandria to look for the wounded soldiers of
the Maine 10th, and found about half the num-

we couiu not ascertain

merchants,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Latest from

C.agrrM,

m

t ier

E. O. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASBADUMKXAO, MAINE.

-TO PCBCHA8K-

mence

or

PROVISIONS,

A

Sltaawd

Neareat

PORTLAND, ME.

SAGAD.HIOCK

ed, every description of

PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twitclieli. jutflctOm Ja’a P. Cbamplin.

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

PREBLE HOUSE,

CHAR, H#
Jp23—3m

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
<17mis
Boston, January, 1862.

Spice Mills,

13 dt 15 UNION

IN-

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas

UNION FOREVER!

Coffee and

merchants,

DEALER*

AND

dtf

PORTLAND, ME.

Gr R ANT’S

TWTTCHELL A CIIAMPLIN,

and 53 Exchange Street.

Portland, June 23.1*02.

Block,

Largert, moat central Honae In the city.
Railroad. and Steamboat*.

a

ji■30—3m

Commission

Thomas

PBOPBXSTOR

The Last Chance

CO*

IF

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

BAILEY A NOYES,

j.o.tckkv.
jt-30—3rmi A w

WHOLESALE DEALERS

1ST,

IF" Ordere solicited.

C. J. BRYDGE8, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1882.
a6dtf

O. M. SHAW,

WHOR8E8 AND CARRIAGES TO
jnllij—8m

A

PAINTER,

STATIONERY.
Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and buff, (iold Tens, Steel Vena, Ac.. Ac. Even article at lowest rates.
Wx Buy for Cash axb
Sell Cheap.

PORTLAND, ME.

JOHN W. PEBK1XS &

manner

Works 0 Union 8t., and 333 & 335 Fore St.,
JnlMtf
PORTLAND, «E.

We make

to order
every kind of Blank Book used
by Hanks. Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Countiug House*.

Gussettinga,

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
BO Union, four doors from Kiddle Street,

GAS FITTING,

Done in tbe beat

of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 25 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1882, and May 1st, 1808.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, hut in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, tho Company will not he able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that tney willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

ment of

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

Kct^fl.

or

to

—

Elastic

|_|

NorMiiber l»t, 1WI, to M»v 1st, IW3. the

Where, for thirty days, may be found

FINDINGS,

AND

Cocks, Valves, Pipes and Connections, Wholesale

IMPORTERS OF

OF

A\B ETUI DESCRIPTION OF ITCH INERT,

Manufactured and for Sale by

—

HOUSE,

BAXGOR, ME.,

Notice to Wood and Lumber merchants.

arranged and set op iu the best manner, and ail orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kinds.
juh29dly

BREED & TI'KEV,

open for Vis-

day.
nr BOARD from t&.OO to 12.00
JOB JENXESS k SON.
auglltsepl

BANGOR

summer.

ME.

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

WILLIAM

could not
of jelly to

Soap Stone,

WIXSLOh, Agent,

J. L.

The Maine Tenth.

Washington, D. C., Aug. 19,1862.
Editor :—Last Sunday we went to Al-

must the

here,

Free Stone,

63 Eichaxok Struct.

of the Press.

sole cause of their

are

dtf

WILLIAM
A. PEARCE,
PLUM BER,

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sta*.

■

care.

June 23,1862.

Description of Water Fixture for DwellI^VERY
J ing Houses, Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships, he.,

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and
Grindstones.

HALL L. DAVIS,

56

examination.

on

now

best places of resort on the coast.
The Steamer Favorite will leave Portland daily.
(Sunday’s excepted) at 9 A.M. and 21 P. M. Returning, leave the Island at 11 A M and 5 P. M.
The Hotel is not open for transient custom on Sun-

augl2*o3w

rates
FROM

House is

Splendid

This is one of the most magnificent
Watering Places in this country, and for
Families, Parties of pleasure, or the Invalid, it cannot be surpassed, and will accommodate 200 guests. In connection is a spacious Ball
Kooin, Bowling Alleys, Picnic Kootna, Ac. ▲ popular Band lias been engaged for the season. It is the
intention of the proprietors to make this one of the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Warm, Cold and Shower Baths. Wash Boris, Brass

R. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

Marble,

V• W• ATWELL Market Square, Portland,
General Agent lor tho State of Maine.

No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

Work.

je23tf

engine, the
badly bruised.

■

our

Jeweler,

SILVERSMITH.

Marble

all

from the

his foot and knee

the rest
and eager to return to settle up accounts with
the rebels. The following is the list:
d. Moran,
It. I. Kicker, died Aug. 17,
Maine Tenth.
\\. It. Kimnson,
l'. Kevt-s,
12,
K. Alexander,
,1. A. Trufant,
The Regiment is sadly eut np and scattered,
E. W. Hanson,
A. Kerrigan.
F. Johnson,
( Lancaster,
and somebody ought to go from Hospital to
E. Thompson,
j W. II. Trask,
J. Ford.
Hospital, and see that the comforts Maine so M 8. Kelley,
T. 1». .Sturtcvant,
E. k. liar ton,
liberally provides, are enjoyed by her wound- E. li. drav,
U. M. Kowe,
H. d. riaisted,
M Huskier,
ed sons.
E. T. Ilwbte,
.1. H. Pio,
It is one thing to send, and quite another to
I. 8. Hill,
1). Tie,
V. Sutherland,
It. Spencer,
make sure of a safe delivery of the articles.—
It. ltisbee,
J. d. Amos,
Had I “the wherewhilh” no idea of home-comO. 'V. Hendrick,
A. F. Mile.
N. < Fetes.
II. M. Master,
fort would lead me far away from our suffer11. It. Sargent,
N. McNico.
E.
T.
sick.
As
Stevens,
it
unless
some
unforeseen
ing
is,
intervention gives me the opportunity I crave,
They have the best care, and all seem to realize it. We were not personally acquainted
I shall, as soon as possible, distribute the
gifts
with any of them, but they were glad to see
now at hand, and return to old Portland, to labor for daily bread, and pray for God’s blessany one from Maine, and wanted Maine paon
pers.
those
over
They speak very highly of Col. Beal,
whom
heart
will still
ing
my
and manifest much enthusiasm wheu lie is
yearn. One not in the field can hardly apprementioned, and say they will follow him to the
ciate the feelings of those in daily contact
cannon’s mouth. We have been promised a
with the sick or wounded. Their very helpcomplete list of names this week, and when
lessness gives them a claim upon one’s sympawe go again shall probably see them all.
thy, even though we know their vices, are the

the sufferers upon

Portland, Me*

proving satisfactory

138 and 140 Middle Street. Portland.

and Silver 1‘latt d Cocks.

variety, quality and price, embracing
style* of gold paper* manufactured,

Filler.

moir

That the home friends may know who

he does the various branches of
house-furnishing
can oiler goods at prices that will not

business, he

Also, Dealer in Watcbec, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
Portland. June 23.18*2.
tf

J.

Of every
the various

BAILEY &

as

WM. H. II. HATCH*

PAPERS

ACCOUNT

Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kind; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
fail of

AND

city
weeks,

The passenger train due hero at 5 o’clock I’.
M., did not arrive till lietween 11 and 12
o’clock, in consequence of the accident.

packages lielonging to those already there, and
after that shall journey homewards, unless the
spirit impels me to follow the lortunes of the

hava^^own

Partlaad* Me*
jc28tf

jpk Manufacturing

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embrace** every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
private use's, aud at lowest prices.

BLANK

Grain,

danger

General Assortment of

a

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

IN-

Is an active poison—it kills instantly.
It is easily prepared and used.
There is no
of its being mistaken.
It stops locomotion—they cannot get away.
Each sheet will kill a quart of Flies.

Ware,

HOUSE-KEEPING GOODS.

of every

full stock of

And

Cutlery,

and Plated

Sugar Refinery,

EatmMi.hrd in 1885.

ROOM

Hrilannia fare, Table

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

Premium Blank Books

in

China, Crockery & Glass Ware,

d3m

DEALERS

entire train off the track, smashing up the engine, and four merchandise cars. The engin-

feel it to

suffering.
How, then,
feeling be intensified whea we know
deeds of daring, or patient, heroic duty,

XI.

Flour and

KILLER 1

FLY

I ]ST

FURNITURE,
and Dealer

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

PAPER HANGING

be found in

I*
Importer

je23dtf

WAREHOUSE !

IS-

-ASD-

23.

—AND—

can

-DKALKR

Parlor, Oliazu'ber

THIS
itors.

I

SAJUCJEL. ADLAJI, Jr„
THOU. LYNCH.

IiAUKKK,

PAINTER,

and

supplied

24. 1832,eodfim

rjg

Widgcry’a Wharf,)

PKLXU

CUSHING’S (LATE BANGS’) ISLAND,
Portland, Harbor, Me.

Watch-Maker,

Half War Dam Willow Street,

and Families
with Medicines
Cases renewed and vials refilled.

books.

head of

OTTAWA HOUSE,

Partlaid, Me*

N. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.
Je23tf

NEW REOBUITS WANTED!

coming from Danville last evening, about three miles beyond
Winthrop, the llange of one of the engine
wheels broke, throwing the engine and the

be my duty to go to the Hospital at Frederick
and remain there. I shall go and deliver the

that

HOTELS.

a

WILLIAH CAPEN,

SEAVET.

Physicians

Grocers,

MERCHANTS,

Je23dtf

nsnal.

For sale at the above store by

M.

JOHN LYNCH,

of

and the road consolidated.
As the freight train was

“Spring” currants were touched by the hand of (Mrs.)
“Frost” iu the process of changing Into jelly.
And the touch was as magical as any the frost
king ever gave, to the spring flowers, or fruits.
Our boys gave “three times three” (Sunday
though it is) when I told them how Spring
currants became »ost-ed: and, if eating is
proof of pudding, we had the proof of the
goodness of the jelly in the rapidity with which
it disappeared.
“mother” I cannot tell; but I do

LIGHTNING

Portland, Me,

employees

The sum necessary to be paid to the
Bangor will probably be raised in two

not much mistaken

on

as

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

hors du combat.

rise State pays its iespects to the Old Dominion.

win

Picture-Framing,

Done neatly

company, running twenty years, and bearsix per cent, interest”

came last night
At first, I
thought I would not open the box, but send it
to Alexandria, where so many of our Maine
wounded are. Upon reflection, I concluded
that over twenty-four Maine boys already here
could enjoy some of the jelly, so 1 distributed
enough among them t« satify them that our
Maine ladies know how to make currant jelly.
The number mentioned do not all belong to
the 10th Regiment. "We hare Cavalry boys
and they come in for a share, when the Sun-

sica

L. J. CRONS,
141 Middle Street,

new

of tamarinds

our

Book •Binding and

State.

company, who may receive over and above
#400 wages or salary per annum, shall take
one years’ pay in the consolidated bonds of the

and we shall be scattered to the four winds.
The box containing currant jelly and a keg

xiew

(Opposite

Express
be in

than

A. A. G.

On motion of lion. W. B. S. Moor, it was
“voted that the employees of the consolidated

impossible” in the matter of
procuring supplies is inadmissible. Like the
general run of newspaper correspondents, “I
am informed that some important events are
about to transpire, but I am not permitted to
tell”—becaute I don’t know what they are. I
only know this. Before the end of another
week, the Hospital at this point will be closed

am

suffering.

yours,

pany.”

pontoon bridge side by side with

COMMISSION

of the “Maine Central Railroad Com-

name

it—so that “the

If I

Should my hard-labor
I am confident I shall

sick,

rectors, and to elect a new Board of Directors,
for the new corporation, which is to take the

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad arc

completing their

NO. 53.
MISCELLANEOUS.

-Asm-

GRANITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may
want of goods in hi* line, at very low prices.

works de-

The stockholders voted that the Directors
of.the two corporations sign the articles of
agreement of consolidation, and call a special
meeting of the stockholders of both roads, as
soon as may be, to notify the action of the Di-

gone the way of all the earth;—tho’ we are
told that the poverty of this region, and the

is placing

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

—

about within six miles of us.

this post.

good

Watkbvtlle, Aug. 20,1S02.
Agreeably to notice previously given the
stockholders of the Androscoggin autl Kennebec and Penobscot aud Kennebec Railroads,
met at the repair shop of the A. dr K. road in
this town to-day.
A special train was run from Portland and
Bangor, for the accommodation of the stockholders and the Bondholders, who also attended by invitation.
The meeting was called to order and presided over by John Ware, Esq., President of
the A. & K. lioad, who stated the object of the
meeting, and further that the two roads could
not consolidate until the sum of #75,000 was
raised to pay the city of Bangor, which had so
long time been due, and that Bangor now had
a right to take
possession of the P. & K. road.
On motion of Mr. Goodenow of Portland, a
subscription was opened and the sum of #28,000 immediately subscribed, to be paid over
the first day of October next,prorided the sum
of #75,000 is raised by that time.
Those who pay their subscription are to be
paid in the consolidated bonds of the new corporation, at par value, and beariug six per
cent, interest^eml-annual, payable in
years.

Letter from Harper". Ferry.

erected

his

dent.

"communications.

cause

me

for the relief of human

Railroad

above.

The

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frames. Piper Hiniinis Fury Goods, ic„ it.,

"Wholesale

testimony.

Loyally

rr Jon Printing of even- description executed
with dispatch; aud all business j>< rtuiniug to the of*06 or paper promptly transacted on application as

are

1802.

BUSINESS CARDS.

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

it the

bear in my memory many pleasant associations,
and shall earnestly pray for a “God S|>eed”
upon any and every effort made through other

evening.

All who are able

this

stranger to

for distribution.

me

fyThc Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, In Fox Block, No. 82£ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morning to 9 in the

are to commence

a

thus cense for the

tT* All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the “Editors qfthe Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.

blind,

private practice, considering

This may be my last rambling letter from a
U. S. Hospital. If so, let me here thank one
and all for the many good tilings entrusted to

vance.

morrow.

effervescing powders

or

best article of the kind ever introduced. So
much for the Dr’s skill as well as philanthropy.
serve

Our medical

BUSINESS CARDS.

COLESWORT1IY,

Has removed his stock of

that

dozen bott s of which Dr. C. presented me in Portland. Surgeon Dawson says
he sliall introduce it to the profession, as well

Lroal Notices at nsnal rates.
Advertisements inserted in the Maink State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
the State) for 88 cents per square in addition to the
abov e rates for each insertion.
Transient advertisements most be paid for in ad-

left for another

bone;”

for a box of his

cents.

August 11,1862.

V n.

of Bascom's salve reminds me of a “Thank
you!” due from Surgeon Dawson to Dr. Cum-

Transient Advertisements, 6100 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
more than one week, 81.25 per square; 75 cents per
week after. One square every otlier day one week,
81.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, Ac., under head of Amusements,
82.00 per square per week.
Special Notices, 81.60 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for sne insertion. No charge less than fifty

arations for a

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

Some of the convalescents are

82J EXCHANGE STREET,

yOSTKK, OILMAN >11(1

Hanson, David B. Towle,
Williams, and W. n. War-

MORNING, AUGUST 23,

ren.

FOX BLOCK, by

iu

>

SATURDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

"Buyd'a Building." opiwalt* I’oat Office.
dkwtf

June 23.

CONGRESS STREET

SEMINARY,

FOB TOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss E. L.

Whittier,

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
8th, and Continue 15 weeks.
Prior to July 21st, t\ill information can be obtained
of tho Principal. 349 Congress Street. Hours from
8 to 1 o'clock, except Saturdays. After that time applicatiou may be made at 40 State Street.
2aw10w
Portland, June 23, 18G2.

THE

per man. Mr. Brown’s statements were received with a perfect storm of applause.

THE DAILY PRESS.
PORTLAND,

Several of the speakers are quite young men,
who have already recorded their names, and
pledged themselves to go to the Held of strife;
ami their remarks and appeals told with mark-

MAINE.

Saturday Morning, August 23, 1HG2.

FOR

ed effect.
upon the

NOMINATIONS.

REPUBLICAN

Person* Liable to n Draft not Allowed to
ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
Leave their Comity.
1
In our telegraphic columns a few days since
yT lie Canadian Parliament commenced
appeared the order from the War Department a suasion
20th lust

about

oircular to lT. S. and other officials was issued :

ing

A paper was opened for signatures
table, and before the meeting closed,

War Department,
\
Washington City, D. C., Aug. 11,1862.)
To Military Commandants, Procost Marshals, United States Marshals and Police
Officers :

young men had appended their
names, which, added to those who signed the
evening previous, make out nearly or quite

GOVERNOR,

ABNER COBURN,

thirty

required quota.

one-third of the

OF 8KOWHEGAN.

young

For Representatives to Congress,
First District. JOHN N. GOODWIN, ofs.Berwick.
Second District. SIDNEY PER HAM. of Paris.
Third District.JAMES G. BLAINE, of Augusta.
Fourth District .JOHN H. KICK, of FoxernP.
Fifth District FREDERIC A. PIKE, of Calais.
Oid Second District—vacancy,
THOS. A. D. FESSENDEN, of Auburn.

As each

forward to the stand to

came

man

You will receive herewith an Order of the
War Department to prevent the evasion of
military duty, and for the suppression of disloyal practices, dated the 8th of August, 1862.
This (>rder, to he efficient, is necessarily very
comprehensive in its terms, and its proper execution requires the exercise of sound judgment and discretion in the officers to whom its
enforcement is entrusted; and to guard you in
its execution, the following instructions are to
be observed.
First. The Order comprises two classes of
persons, viz: those who are about leaving die
United States to evade military duty, and those
who, for the same purjaxe, leave their own
State.
Leaving the United States until die military
draft is perfected,is absolutely prohibited; but
it was not the intention of the order to interfere with the transit, from State to Slate, of
any person but those who design to evnde military duty. Whenever you have reason to believe that the purpose is to evade military duty, the Order will authorize the detention of
auy person leaving his own State, county or

re-

cord his name, the most cheering demonstrations of applause from the audience encour-

aged

him.

nearly six o’clock—the hall still full—the
meeting, having been in session three hours,
adjourned till Monday evening next, at 7 1-2
o’clock, when another glorious demonstration,
with still more glorious results, Is expected.
At

For Senators,
F. JORDAN, of Poland.
Aroostook. ...ISAAC HACKER, of Fort Fairfield.
Cumberland..SAMUEL E. SPRING, Portland,
JOHN H. PH1LBR1CK, Standiab,
DANIEL ELLIOT. Brunswick,
LEVI CRAM, ltridgton.
Franklin ..WILLIAM II. JOSSKLYN, of Phillips.
Kennebec.NOAH WOODS, of Gardiner,
PELEU F. PIKE, of Fayette,
DENNIS L. Ml LUKES, ofWaterville.
Knox.NATHAN A. FA K WELL. ofRoekland.
GEORGE A. STARR, of Themaston.
Oxford.RUFUS S. STEVENS, of Paris.
GEO. B. BARROWS, of Kryebnrg.
Waldo.B. M. ROBERTS, of Stockton,
JAMES P. WHITE, of Belfast.
York.JOHN WENTWORTH, of Klttery,
GIDEON TUCKER, of Saco,
LUTHER SANBORN, ofParsonsfleld.

^adroseop’n. CHARLES

The Rebels object to their own Medicine.
Our readers are familiar with the recent

or-

ders of Gen.

Pope against guerillas, and those
who, not wearing the garb of soldiers or belonging to the organized forces of the enemy,

..

contrive to get in the rear of our lines to rob
and murder straggling Union soldiers. They
also familiar with his

are

stringent orders iu relation to those wiio molest our trains, destroy
bridges and telegraph lines, and commit other
outrages disgraceful to civilized people and revolting to humanity.
They know, too, the retaliatory measures
set on foot by Jeff. Davis; his order to make
Pope and his subordinate officers outlaws, and
to deny them, in case of capture, the ordinary
treatment of prisoners of war, to put them in
close confinement, and to put them to death
in case any rebel guerilla suffers under Pope's

For County Commissioners.
Androscog'n. ROBERT MARTIN, of Danville.
Aroostook... .THOMAS J. BROWN, of Hodgdon,
NATHAN S. LUFKIN, of Eaton Gr’t.
Cumberland..REUBEN HIGGINS, U. Elisabeth.
Franklin ....OLIVER PE'ITENGILL, of Wilton.
Kennebec.EZEKIEL HUBBARD,Knox.NATH’L ALFORD, of Hope.
Oxford.ELIAS M. CARTER, of Bethel.
Wahto.EEC BEN W. FILES, of Troy.
York.Ill MON ROBERTS, of I.vman,
ALFRED HULL, of Shapleigh.

Second.

refreshingly cool on the part of
Davis aud his associates, in view of their own
acts of infamy and inhumanity. Who that has
read Brownlow's recently published book, and
noted the barbarites perpetrated in East Tennessee by authority of the Confederate
government, is not familiar with the brutality to
which the Union citizens of that locality were
exposed, for no crime except that of venerating the old flag, and betraying a willingness to
Now this is

For County Attorneys,
Cumberland..MOSES M. BUTLER, Portland.
Franklin
SEWELL CRAM, of Wilton.
Knox.L. W. 1I0WES, of Rockland.
Waldo.E. K. BOYLE, of Unity.

me following is one ol the orders issued
by
the Confederate Secretary of War, and it is
needless to say that it was acted upon in all

For County Treaunrors,
Androemg’n.ISAAC C. CURTIS, of Lewiston.
Arooetook... .SAM'L BRADBURY, of N. Limerick.
fWxrJW.THOMAS H. MEAD, Bridgton.
Franklin
LEON A RD KEITH, of Farmington.

its

Kennebec.DANIEL PIKE, of Angurt*.
Knox.ALDEN SPRAGUE, of Rockland.
Oxford.W ILLIAM A. PIDGIN, of Paris.
Waldo.S. A. IlOWES, of Belfast.
York.JOHN HALL, of North Berwick.

taken

For

of Sweden.

Republican Caucus—Falmouth.
Krnnblicxus of Falmouth, anil all other* who
support the .State and National administration* in
the present conflict with rebellion, are requested to
moet at the TOWN llOUSK, on Saturday, Aiiettltii,
at 2 o’clock I*. M., to make choice of a candidate fur
Beprescntative in the State legislature, and to transact any other busimw* that may properly come before
them.
I»er order Towu Com.
Falmonth, Aug. 23, 18<2.
d&wtd
Tim

State of Blaine.
ae**ion of the Kr.rutire
truncil
ANwilladjourned
be held at the Council Chamber, in Angus1

twenty-third day of September
Attest,
JOSEPH B. HAUL,
aug21dtd
Secretary of State.

other
of

the call of the young men of
Portland responded to yesterday by the people of the city. It was worthy of the proud
was

of our citizens.

reputation

some

city for

the navy, and in which he expressed
fullest confidence that Portland would

be found true to herself and true to the demands of duty, he introduced Hon. Josiah II.
Drummond as the first speaker.
Mr. Drummond addressed the audience for

usually forcible style, dur-

which he unfurled and exhibited

a

Con-

federate

flag—a trophy of the Maine 12th—
taken with live 32-poundcrs at Pass Manchac,
and he read a letter from Major Hastings, late
of the 12th,” to the Hon. Ether Sheplev—
in whose custody the flag is placed iu trust for
the regimeut—describing the taking of the
flag, and also Mr. Shepley’s reply.
Bev. Mr. Walker of State Street Church,
followed, and his remarks, as were those of the
preceding speaker, were received with the
most enthusiastic applause.
While Mr. W.
was speaking be gave way for the Mayor to
that a thousand persons were outgain admission, and to call for
some one to volunteer to address them.
Geo.

announce

side,
M.

not able to

IU1UIHCCICU,

JilULIJ, W4.,

ready

perform any service

to

lie

for his

we

a

young
in the battle of

parole of honor to go
His remarks were received with the

utterances

of the

responded to
various sjieakers.

the heart-

Following Mr. Child with brief speeches,
all, or nearly all, received with the most geuerous applause, were Messrs. Wm. M. Wiswell,
Nicholas E. Boyd, Geo. II. Abbott, J. T. Gilman, (ieo. W. Parker, F. K. Harris, J. Jewett,
Frank L. Jones, John F. Rich, John Neal, E.
Case, John B. Brown, Eaton Shaw, and Rev.
Drs. Cliickering, Bosworth and Carruthers,
and Rev. Cyril Pearl. Perhaps there were
others, but if so, we lost their names in the

North Harcn
Rockland
South 1 homaston

OXrOBU

Albany

Brownfield
Buck field

Byron
Canton
Denmark
Dixfiehl

Fryeburg
Gilead
Grafton

Greenwood
Hanover
Hartford
Hebron
Hiram

of

Phillips,

was

Lowll

Ashland

11 on I ton
Lin liens
Littleton

Lyndon
Masardis
Maysvlll©

completed

015

Newry
Norway

25

Oxford
Pari*
Peru
Porter
Koxburv
Rum lord
Stow
stem ham
Sumner
Sweden

14
43
6
81
6
19
9
4
12
13
2
32
9

tjyPermission lias

been given by the Secretary of War to the New Orleans delegation
—Judge Koselins,Dr. Coltman and Mr. lluilitt
—to visit Mr. Soule at Fort Lafayette. The
future disposition of Mr. Soule may
depend
upon the report of these gentleman of the
attitude he is willing to assume toward the
J Government.
f

jyVt a mass meeting in Hartford, Conn.,
on Wednesday evening, Gov.
Buckingham
i

j

6

said that the several calls on the State for soldiers would take one-half the able-bodied men
to fill them up.
Nevertheless, every day shows
the more decidedly that the required number
of men is to he Ibund. In no State In New
England is there a more loyal feeling than in

Connecticut-

COUKTY.

Smyrna

»

Weston
Bancroft pi.
Belfast Ac. Grant

Crystal pi.

pi.

Fat on Grant pi.
Fremont pi.
Forestville pi.
Grant Isle pi.
Mae wnhoc pi.

Sherman

1
4
10
10
6
5
8
4
4
4
4
8
6
10

Skirmisher.

We

publish the articles sent ns
by a correspondent at Jay Bridge, for at least
/our substantial reasons; 1st, we have no
founts of Hebrew type in the office; 2d, if we

I

cannot

had such type we could not

n

ail his Hebrew

quotations; 3d, if we could read them, we have
( no compositors who would undertake to set
i them up, and 4th, if we should print them we
doubt if we have any readers—except our corf
respondent—who are sufficiently learned to

j
f

day last, to nominate a Candidate to serve out
the unexpired term of Judge Walton, of the I
old 2d District. S. Thing, Esq., of Freeport,
presided. Eleven towns were represented, by
35 delegates. The resolutions of the State

contend with each other and brothers are the
deadliest enemies. There we may see in the
full sweep of its horror the calamity which a
kind Providence has spared us from feeling.”
wuoru

v

ouuiy

Convention were re-aflirmed. On the first
ballot Calvin Kecord had 12, Geo. Bates 10, A.
S. Holden 9. On the 2d Imllot, Record 17,
Bates 6, Holden 8, and Calvin Kecord, Esq.,
of Auburn—former partner of Judge Walton,
and his coui|>etitor w hen Mr. W. was elected
—was declared duly nominated.
Our corres-

Aonnnaiions.

SOUTH Pahis, Aiir. 21st, 1882.
The

Republican County Convention met at
place yesterday, and nominated the fol-

For Senators—Rufus S. Stevens, of Paris,
and George B. Barrows, of Fryeburg.
For Register of Deeds
Aldcu Chase, of
Paris.
For County Commissioner—Elias M. Carter, of Bethel.
For County Treasurer—Win. A. Pidgin, of
Paris.
For Sheriff—Iloratio Austin, of Canton.
For Judge of Probate—Enoch W. Woodbury, of Sweden.
—

tions were

feeling prevailed, and the nominamade with great unanimity.
Omickost.

A Cohbection.—In the Courier's necessa-

rily hurried report of the commencement of
the great meeting at the City Hall, yesterday,
it says :
The Mayor stated that Portland had nobly
done her duty; nearly live hundred of her
sons have
already enlisted in the army and
navy.
The reporter for the Courier doubtless misunderstood his

Honor, the Mayor, for instead
stating as reported, he said that up to the
evening previous, 400 persons had enlisted in
Portland for the A'uri/—nearly all belonging
in tlie city—and that twenty-two more had enlisted to-day [yesterday], and would leave by
the evening lioat, nearly all single men, all of
Portland, and none of them over twenty-tlve
years old. Thus Portland is contributing large
numbers of men to the service, and to an imof

;

$0142.

by the foregoing that (115 | portant arm of the service too, who are not
excitement of the hour.
Mr. Brown had ! men in this regiment have allotted a .sum, the ! credited to her quota. These farts were retaken occasion during a spare hour of the day
ferred to by the Mayor to show that Portland
average of which is but a fraction short of $10
to see some of the business men, and the reper mouth, out ol' a monthly pay of $13. In ; was deficient neither ill spirit nor in men, and
sult was pledges of $7,500 to lx- distributed
some of the companies it will be noticed the
that when the record is made up, she will be
among the volunteers—enough to raise the
found to have done her whole duty, and more
average is upwards of $10. This speaks well
$20 expected to be paid by the city, to $50 I for the regiment.
than her pro[K>rtiona! part of the whole State.
It will be seen

j

«

;

18 Eastern Bail road.

7.50U L uited Slate* Coitpou Sixes (1881).

pondent informs its that a hotel kec|>er in Gray,
made preparation to dine one hundred, but his
table lacked only eiyhty of being full.

7
Treasury Note*
29,000 U. States Certificate# of Indebtedm#/.
70 United States Demand Motes.

Irtal

|
\
I

flSSS

<n,1 !

lip-i
15,030.do.:::;.io84
12,500 .do.1(H5
067 U. S. Coupon*, August 19,. m.

prize by grasping him by the left side, crushing
in his ribs, and bearing him to the bottom. It
was a horrid sight—a hundred and
llily of
Tibbett's shipmates looking at him, and w ithin ten yards, but unable to render him any as-

28.117.do. 115
6,846 American Gold.l\v
8,055 .do.116
0,250 .do.115 j

sistance.

Religious Notice.

The Rioht Kind of Patriotism.—There
a mother on the camp-ground
Wednesday

Bev. Mr. Morrill will preaeh on the following theme
to-morrow I*. M,, viz: "Can a Christian
Engage in
War?’’ Place of Worship, in the
Me-

was

Camp King, w ho visited there for tlie purpose of seeing her “baby,” as she culled him,
before he left for the war. He is a stalwart
at

Examination at office.#2 00
subsequent sitting at office.60
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 60

subsequent visit at residence,.
August 16, 1862.—tf

Each

the Thrdat and

EXLIST.—Persons from towns whose quota is fall
enlist, can enlist as a part of the quota of

diseases of the eye and

Constitution,

f,

!•

tnaitnn.

a

who owns the

plank

used in

_

days.

saving

Constitution; It must be protected, and
they must be put down. Any means necessary to this end are right and justifiable.

SAILING OF

wife of Mon

TO

Sergeant

and quite a number of the memG, obtained furloughs and were
on their way home.
Seated together in one of
the cars, they made considerable disturbance
by singing low songs and otherwise, and paid

liiberuian.Liverpool.Qitclvoc.Aug

Persia.Liverpool.New York. Aug
Ureat Eastern.Liverpool.New York Aug
City of Wa-hiug'n.Liverpool.New York.. Aug
Asia.
.Liverpool.New York.. Aug
York Aug
Australasian.Liverpool_ New York. Aug

loutonia.Southampton.New

request of Conductor
Hatch, that they should keep quiet. At Yarmouth the sergeant became obstreperous, and

City

only

behave himself but

keep

he must leave the cars.

He

quiet,

men

just

Hamburg.Aug
York..Liverpool.Aug
Glasgow.New York.. Liverpool.Vug

suddenly

see

if

Europa.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
llammonia.New Y’ork Hamburg.Sept
City of New York .Now Y ork.. Liverpool.Sept
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.... .Sept
Great Ea.dern.New York. .Liverpool.... .Sept
Persia.New York. .Liverpool.Sept
City of Washing'n.Nevv Y'ork Liverpool.Sept
Asia.
.Boston.Liverpool.Sept
Tcutouia.New Y'ork. Hamburg.Sept

they

on the platform.
He
fall out: but they evidently prererred to go along, and the train moved
on.
We were pleased to notice the bearing of
our friends, Hatch ami Mitchell—kind,
yet de-

FOREIGN

No road in the United

who seem to think that

a

MEVIATUKE A LM AN AC—Saturday, Aug2A
Suu rise?, morn.5 13 Length of days..... 13
Snn set?, ere.6 61 | Moon rise*. 3

j

38
19

High Water, morn...9 15

soldier's uniform

MARINE

NEWS.

I

In pursuance of the request of the Secretary of
ar, cantained in General Order No. 90 of that Department, Sect. 2d of which is a* follows, viz:
"The Goveruora of the several States are hereby
requested forthwith to designate rendezvous for the
drafted militia of said States, and to appoint commandants therefor, and to notify the Secretary of
War of the location of such rendezvous, and the
name* of the commandant*:"
It is ordered. That the
places designated in General Order No. 32 of this ftepartmeut, via: Portland,
Augusta and Bangor, will be the rendezvous of the
drafted militia of this State, and volunteers lo lieu of
draft; and the following gentlemen have been appointed commandants thereof, compensation to be
determined bv the War Department.
John Lynch fur the rendezvous at Portland, which
will be known as ••( amp Abraham Lincoln."
George W Kieker for the rendezvous at Augusta,
which will be known as "( amp K. D. Reyes.”
Gideon Mayo for the rendezvous at Bangor, which
will be known as "Camp John Pope."

By order of the Comuiander-in-Chief

sergeant, he liad better consider before

he does it.

PAPERS.

Friday. Am%nnt St.
ARRIVED.
Sch Convoy, (Bn liauuu, Frederickton NB.
Sch Challenge. (Br) Gallaspy. Salmon River NB.
Sch Sarah, Holden. New York.
Sch St Lucar, Baruea, New York.
Sch L Clark, Haw?. Hangar.
sch Robt Woodruff, Jones. Bangor for Sandwich.
Sch Flying Dart, l ewis, Swanm*<>tt.
Sch D II Manaticld. Pierce. Southport.
Sch L'tica. Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Imogene, Littlejohn. Mt Desert.
Sch llera.'d, William?, WimaMt
sloop Wildcat, Smith, Bangor.
Steamer New England, Field. St John NB.
Steamer LeWiaton, Knight. Boaton.
CLEARED.
Sch Emeline McLain, |tuckliu, Pictou, R G York

Startling News!
Pope sni<l to be in full Retreat—Sigel Protecting the Rear of the Army—Rebels in
overwhelming Force—Terrible Battle Inevitable—Emancipation Proclamation probable at an early Day—Junction of forces
of McClellan, Pope and Burnside.
New York, Aeo. 22.
The Tribune has a letter dated Culpepper,
10th,« A. M.
It says the retreat of our army and the advance of the rebels in overwhelming force are
no longer secrets.
It was expected that the
army would cross the Rappahanock by 10
o’clock, but the passage of the trains was so
much delayed that it will not be attempted.
The corps of Ranks is here, and McDowell
is coming.
Roth await the arrival of Sigel
who covers the retreat, and will not be hurried.
As I write these, masses of troops are pouring in swill but orderly marches along the
narrow road, and over the fields towards the

A Son.
Sch Christiana,
A Son.

is

following

already listening

-OH-

TAXES FOR 1862.
The time

alllowed br ordinance of the dty for

Five Fer Cent Siccount
—

Will

expire

on

THURSDAY

Taxes,

on

—

NEXT,

AIKil'KT 38, 1863.
HKKRT P. LORD,
Portland, Aug. 22, 1*3.

Treasurer and Collector.
dta2U

NVoney Lost.
the 19th Inst., between the ('anal Bank and
I’riuces1 Exprees, a
and a
bill of the Ca-

ON

DISASTERS.

Alley,

nal Bank. The finder will be rewarded by
the money at the othee of Princes' Express.

leaving

aug21dlw

Gallant Seventh Maine!

FOREIGN PORTS.

for the sound

cannon.

All day king the march will continue. Sigel
is not expected until noon, and whatever hapliens, not a regiment will leave until the rear
up.

It is a wonderful retreat, for in spite of delays Micro is no panic among the trains, and
though tlie troops are moving to the rear they

march as to battle.
The sunlight streams out
brightly. The
day is all that can be wished for, if it is only
w
There
ill
be
no
battle to-day
long enough.
if it can by any means be avoided. Perhaps
there w ill be none to-morrow, but on the hanks
of tlie Kappahanock, before the week closes,
will lie foil gilt one of the deadliest struggles
of the war.

New York, August 23.
Tlie Tribune's Washington dispatch says,
ize that wc have, in the loyal States men whose
two or three weeks ago the President laid besympathies, either openly expressed, or par- fore his Cabinet a proclamation of emancipaslavery wherever it exists on
tially disguised,are all with the traitors; but tion, abolishing
tlie 1st of next December, if tlie rebellion
it is a fact, however painful and humiliating it
should not lie crushed by that time, and asking
I may lie. As there were tories and traitors iu
the opinion of bis ministers touching the pro*’70 who fought against the establishment of
priety of issuing it. All but two—Secretary
Smith we believe being absent—approved it.
the government, so there are tories and traitSee re! ary Seward and tlie Postmaster <Jenors now, who give aid and comfort, to the traiend, however, opposed it w ith all their might,
tors who are trying to overthrow it. These ! and tlie result was it did not
appear. It is un<
derstood that tlie subject came up at more
creatures can see nothing good in our Govern\
than one Cabinet meeting, but the two parties
ment.
It never does anything light, according
continued as at the first meeting, Messrs. Sew
to their standard.—They defend the infernal
ard and Blair being the resolute minority.
The World's Washington dispatch says it is
barbarity of the rebels, and throw the blame
openly stated by tlie emancipationists that tlie
upon our Government. The Machias Union is
President will issue a proclamation ol freedom
one of these.
In its last issue, in an article
to all tlie slaves by the 15th of September.
apologizing for, and defending, the atrocities
The Commercial says it has information that
perpetrated by the guerillas of Secessia, and a junction of McClellan's, Pope's and Burndefending the action of Jet!' Davis, in his bru- side's forces at Aquia Creek.
The same paper says that reliable advices
tal treatment of prisoners, we find the followfrom James Biver state tluit tlie rebels occuing:
pied Harrison’s Landing, and their pickets ex“If they follow the example initiated by our
tnd a- far aa the Chickvhominy. A large port
Confiscation act, and such orders as Gen.
tion of our gunboiita were above Harrison
in?
Jeff
has
ice
ran
tin
blame
Davis
Pope's,
Landing, and would probably give the rebels a
issued his orders to his Generals iu command,
taste of their quality.
This city is alive with excitement. Broadalthough he says “I abhor the practice,” yet, if
the Government at Washington persists, then
way is alive with associations, military and
the Confederate government will lie forced to
firemeu to form a procession in honor of Gen.
Corcoran.
accept the conditions chosen by the Federal
A special dispatch to tlie Post from Washgovernment, until the outraged voice of humanity forees a respect for the violated rules of ington says it is believed here that all is going
civ ilized war.”
well in the army.
The Confederate Dictator must be well
Fortress Monroe, Aug. 22.
pleased with his organ at Machias. A more
Williamsburg is still in possession of Union
never
went
contemptible Lickspcttle
“uuwhipt troops. No file has occurred there as was ruof justice.”
mored.

FIVE PEB CEW. DISCOITVT

G Y ork

from Baltimore 9th
Rch Squire A Brother*.
in*t. for Boston, put into Holmes* Hole 18th inat,
leaky, and with loss of sail*.
Ship Rose Standi?h, Hutching*, from Callao for
Antwerp, nut back to Callao 26th ult, from lat 2 38 S,
Ion 86 16, leaking.

town.
rear

Knight, Fortress Monroe,U

JOHN L. HOD8DON.
Adjutant General.

a22d3t

POUT OF PORTLAND.

LATEST BY EVENING

comes

IMPORTS.

Sch Couvoy-35 M feet
lumber X J Miller.
SALMON RIVER NB.
Sch C'hallengo-68 31
picket* Knight A Hamilton.

gives them full license to do as they please. If
the captain of Co. G has not appointed this

The

Adjutant Gkxkkal'a Orrtc*.
I
Arm *ta, Aug 30, 193. J

GENERAL ORDER. No. *1.

FREDERH KTOX NB.

States can lioast of better conductors. We
are sorry to say that sometimes men are found

man as

HEAD QUARTERS,

3
6
d
d
9
10
13
17
2d

found himself

called on Co. G to

termined and firm.

MAIXL.

23
23
27

Hanaa.New Y'ork. Bremen.Aug J»
Anglo Saxon.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug 31

would put him out.—
The other passengers were requested to step
into the other cars, when Mr. Sergeant very
to

OF

STATE

York. .Liverpool.Aug 23

.Scotia.New

called on Co. G, told them to remain seated
and do just as they had been doing, and would

like

of Baltimore. New

Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.Aug
Bavaria..New Y'ork

told that unless he would consent to be

his

6
9
13
13
14
Id
Id
20
23
27
9)

TO DEPART.

attention to the

was

Building.

TO A Kill V E.

Glasgow. Liverpool.New Y'ork.. Aug
Kuropa...Liverpool.Itoaton .Aug
llammonia.Southampton.New Y ork. Aug
City of New Y'ork. Liverpool.New Y ork Aug

bers of Co.

seated and uot

the .erection of Barrack* for
organized at Portland will
be recoived until Monday 2f>th hist. at noon.
Plans and specification* mav be had at office of tbo
Endorse, "ProCity Engineer, New City
posal* for Bai racks.”
JOHN LYNCH, Commandant.
d2t
Aug. 23, 1*3.

Londonderry.

ejected from the cars on the K. & 1*. It. R., at
Yarmouth Junction yesterday. It seems that
the

BUILDER*.

for

PROPOSALS
the regiments to be

OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

Mail? are forwarded by every steamer in the regular liuea. The steamer* for or from
Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the lanadiau line, w hich call at

Ejected.—A youug man, named Charles
Henry Abbott, claiming to be Orderly Sergeant of Company G, 20th Regiment, was

mainly by

change of Ward lines authorized bv vote of the citiat the spring election, render* It Iraficrative that
crcry voter should see to It him**!/ that hi* name is
correctly entered on the Ward List of which he is a
resident.
l’er order,
8 W. LA UK All KK. Chairman.
Portland, Aug. 23d, 1862.
lwd

zens

17th, Edwin F. son of ('apt Jacob
Clemcut, aged 17 year* 6 mo* and 17

In Paris 16th, Mrs Nancy J llubbard,
Hiram Hubbard, aged 38 yean.

subordinate question. Traitors threat-

EilSIS*

found in said Lists this year, occasioned

In Brnnawick 19th, Adam A Woodaide, aged 40
yean 3 inoa.
In Augusta 2nth inat, James K Goss, of Hath, aged

9 year*.
At Mt Desert
and Susan N H

Vlllli,

THE

the

en

of

V

Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
Lists of the legal voters of tin* several wards, to
tlie best of their knowledge, as rnjuir.il
by law, and
ported the same In Citv Building—entrance, tower
door. Myrtle Street, tin? change* which will be

DIED.

he saves him if he can; and he don’t stop to
consider whose rights he may trespass upon in
ripping a plank from the first fence he comes
to, to aid him in the work. The child must

sored;

aug7—6ind

ear.

PORTLAND.

of
house, promises to spare ao pains to
accommodate its former patrons, as well as
his old friends and tlie public
generally.
Having had an exi erleneeof sixteen yean,
he thiuk* he can now "keep a hotel.”
This house is one of the best in tl»e city, and
very
pleasantly located ou Congress, corner of Green
Street.
Portland, Ang. 23, 1962.
d3w&w3m

Surgery, including

In this city 21st Inst, by Bev Chas Andrews, Mr
Charles B IVndextor, of Bridgtou, to Miss Mariam L
Cross, of Sebago.
In Coriniia 15th, Mr Thomas B Packard to Miss
Mary A Campbell, both of C.

committed it to

and

subversion, that posterity is not to
be deterred from protecting it through any »ecession complaints tliat tiiey may violate its
provisions. If a man finds liis child overboard

be

to

Nickels, Blake,

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship
this

_HARRIED.

threaten its

him is

paid

made to stand alone.

We said it was made to stand,—using tlie word
in tlie sense of continue. The “old worthies”

CITY HOTEL,

Surobon.—H. A. LAMB, M. D.f
of Congress and Chestnut Streets,

Particular attention

Ar 21st, bark David
to load for Tortugas.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

and

Office, corner
Portland, Me.

Argus

who framed the

Sear*port

Ladies Committee Booms, open every afternoon
from 2 to 6 o'clock, where work will be found ready
for all who are willing to assist.
auglSlw

will take off its glasses, it
that the Press has said nothing about

IWwi licit

BANGOR.

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAH HEALD, No. 241 ConStreet, first door cast of 1st Parish rhurch,
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

Physician

16th, sch Franklin, Allen, Provi-

MACHIAS. In port 20th, bark Orphan, Huntley,
torNew York; brig Mary Lowell, Johnson, for Key

gross

mercies of

Sailed

dence.

the town of Brunswick and receive the town
bounty,
8100.
Per order Town Committee.
Augl41w

at this moment, he Alls less
of tlie nation’s eye than formerly?

load for Cuba.

CALAIS.

desirous to

Stanton, because,

being

1 00

CF“Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
Langs, successfully treated by Inhalation.
By C. Morse, M. D.,
aul8 ’62 cod
Corner Smith aud Congress Sts.

•

to

BOS TOR. A r 21st. brig L PSnow.IIopkins.BeauNC; schs Squire A Brothers, Alley, Baltimore;
Bangor. Jordan. Eli/abethnort.
Also ar 22d, bark Edward Hill, Arer,
Baltimore;
brig >\ il!iam it, Mary, Norton. Elizabethpnrt; schs
Nictons, Cot h re II, Chcrrvfield; Sparta, El well, Frankfort: Decatur. Ruroritl, Tremont.
Telegraphed, bark Franklin, from New Bedford.
Cld 21st, brqra £urus, Parson* Cow
Bay CB; Souther. Phinney, New Orleans; schs Austin.
Kroeson,
Mirmgoane: Hannah D. Nickerson, New York.
Also cld 22d, ship Revere. Gibbs,Rio Janeiro; brigs
R W Packer, Studler, Cape Haytien; Waltham,
Clark. 8t rhoinas: J
Hardison. Fortress Monroe ; schs Ocean Bird, Powers.
Cape Haytien; Emblem, Gates, Halifax; Susan, Rogers, Washington D
fort

Each

JIT-We notice, in reading tlie proceedings of
liiddeford Democratic Congressional Convention, another striking omission—the failure to
glorify McClellan, and to denouuce Secretary
“Our friend” Kimball was there,
Stanton.
who so valiantly threw himself, with a resolution, into the breach at Bangor, and yet he was
mum. “Our friend” Sweat was there, who
couldn’t avoid perpetrating a resolution ot endorsement at a recent City Hall meeting, and
yet his lips were sealed. Why this silence ?—
Why so marked a change of tactics ? Is Mc-

may sec
the Constitution

River

First

Noble mother! Such
mothers will soon cause rebellion to tremble
and fall. “So mote it be,” as our Bro. Case

the

I

him.

ice of her country.

Mflf

Casco St.

returned to

in the Seventeenth, and she remarked that she
wished she had more sons to give to the serv-

Clellan to lie left to the tender

on

I>B. P. P. QUIXBY, wonld give notice that ho has
Portland, and can be found at hi# Boom,
M'o. 13 Ixtkknational House,
Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to consul

be sure, measuring about six feet, but
yet he was the youngest son of a fond mother.
Her husband and four sons—all she has—are

boy, to

would say.

Library Hall,

chanics’ Building, entrance

SorrciEBK Sympathy.—It is difficult to real-

J

...i'gd

aw.d«».;;;; i,ei
1.5*10 I'nited State* 3-10

understand them.

His other brief articles are
on file, and w ill be
published when we can find
room for them.

n.,’iHr11'vV.B,

Broker's lUnrH, Union, Ana. 83.

20 years, while

no

•

burning villages
hanged by the score daily,—where neighbors

allot $ 175.
7411.
508.
402.
“
811.

“

0
17
2

i field.

vusvwaaiv

Monthly Allotments—17m Regiment.
—The allotments of monthly pay by the noncommissioned officers and privates of the 17th

712.

Ma?on
Mexico

hereafter.

The best

080.
480.
0'{O.
500.

gyrin' 17th Regiment struck their tents
early yesterday morning, and took the cars at
8 o'clock. Their destination is probably Anuapoiis, where they will lie put under proper
military instructions. It is made up of as fine
looking men as have yet goue to the battle-

|

re-nomi-

“

OOUKTY.

confederacy.

Evils ol Civil War not Realized.
^yTlie Argus had better wipe its glasses.
“In this part of the country, says an able ed- <
It intimates that the Press has
given the goitorial in the Boston Advertiser, one may safebye to President Lincoln’s address on colonily bay, the existence of a civil war has not yet j
* zation, to the delegation of colored men, and
been realized. Men contribute their money,
that the Advertiser only has shown it proper
send out their sons or their friends, hear of batWhile we don't deny that the Adverrespect.
ties and sutler sad bereavements; but all this •
tiser deals in “respects,” we would suggest
and worse might happen in any foreign M ar. *
that if our Rip Van Winkle neighbor will rub
Commerce is thrown out of its usual channels,
his hundred sleepy eyes, he may discover that
but the disturbance is scarcely equal to that
the Press gave that address of the President's
which often occurs in one of our great period- 1
telegraphically, the next morning after it was
leal financial revulsions, and at this moment
delivered, while neither of the other city paindeed is hardly noticed at all by the eommuj pers so luueh as alluded to it in their issues of
nlty in general. .To comprehend the meaning that
day.
of civil war we must turn our eyes towards
.OMii.iauv.l.-A
II if 1111
ill
Kentucky and Missouri, where hostile bands
Gray, lias scut us au account of the Democratare scouring the country, where the sinokc of
ic Conveuton which met iu that town,Wednesis seen, and where men are

unani-

“

685

10
Presqa© Isle
The quota for Aroostook County will be

Morrill, of Farmington, re-uominated
for Register of Heeds.
Oliver Pcttingill, of Wilton, for County

*•

Total

Mapleton pi.
10 Moluncus pi.
7 Benedicta pi.

Mouticello
New Limerick
Orient

S. P.

Regiment arc as follows:
Co. A, Cnpt. Savage,
48 men
B,
Martin, 78
Golderman, 00
1),
Faunce, 40
“
K,
Sawyer, 82
F,
Hcrsey, 70
(i,
Merrill, 08 “
“
40
H,
Fogg,
“1,
Hobson, 54 “
“
K,
Stiinson, 51

65
66
40
35
«2
12

steal their country, and annex it to JelT Da-

vis’

330

Washington

7
8
11
10
10
2r>
6
6
8
2
7

Bridgewater
Fort Fairfield
11 (Higdon

In the afternoon Hon. L. M. Morrill, and .1.
O. lilair addressed the Convention in their
usual entertaining and logical manner.
Com.

;

Woolwich

6
2.5

Warreu

AROOSTOOK

Samuel Cram, of Wilton, re-nominated for
County Attorney.
Leonard Kith, ot Farmington, rc-nominatcd
j for County Treasurer.

■

25

Amity

nominated for Senator.

Sharon,

60

25

25 Upton
15 Waterford
29 Woodstock

lowing ticket:

Josselyn,

tyitis said that the loyal Canadians ol»ject to the invasion of their territory by skedaddling Americans, knowing them to Ik? genOur cautious
rally the friends of Floyd.
neighbors fear that the Floyd spirit may seek
to

Richmond

Topsharn

Vinalhaven

*

~lT“ The Argus of yesterday had a long
leader, headed, “Head the Testimony," but
every word of It was to disparage the North
and our Northern people, while not a Word
was spoken that would tend to rutile the fur
on any animal in tire rebel
confederacy.

COUHTY.

Georg©
Thouiastou

of miscellany.

first word of condemnation of the Southern
truitors; and yet they claim to be patriotic!

11

St.

and from the

^y'Tlie Democratic Conventions are lull of
denunciation of the North, of the manner in
which the war is being conducted, of the Northern people for producing it, bujhuve not the

3h9

Union

11
6
17
22
33
2
17
2>
12
3)
7
6
4
3

Andover
Bethel

on

!

dangers and their duties. Mr. Child was loudly called for again before the meeting closed,
\
and briefly responded.
We have not time to follow the other speak-

the enthusiasm which

Frieudsiiip
Hope

this

wildest enthusiasm, and as his rotund form I
Commissioner.
dilated, and Ins manly voice filled the hall in
Orrcu Daggett, of Xew
accents of the most loyal patriotism, we could
nated for Sheriff.

ers, nor is it desirable that we should do so.
It Is impossible to transfer to paper the burning words which were spoken, or to awaken

Cushing

Friday,
evening, con-

an

umn

_

Total

requested

account of a smash-up on the A. & K.
railroad. On the last page will be found a col-

35
2
4
16
17
19
23

West Hath

26
90
16
14
2»
2"
84
35

Camden

the 21st insb

Win. II.

sacred

but think of the young orators of the revolution, who stirred the hearts of the multitude,
and awakened the people to a sense of their

Appleton

County officers, assembled at the Court
House in Farmington, at 10 o’clock A. M., on
The committee

ing

K50X C'OOTY.

and

mously

himself.

Phipsburg

have before us, addressed “to the

be ashamed to stand before such an audience
I
and urge other* to go to the war, were he not
a

Perkin*

Union
proclamation

credentials reported one
hundred and twenty-live delegates present.

forbidden by

Howdoiu

Georgetown

is

of 18 years, who was
Bull Run, and had since been ten months in a
rebel prison at Richmond. He said he should
man

Bnwdoinhara

of such
a

6
90
44)
3o
24
2
24

Hath

Franklin County Republican Convention.
The Republican Convention for Franklin
County, tor the nomination of State Senators,

The speech of the occasion—we feel sure we
shall excite no jealousies by saying so—was that

Massachusetts,

Arowsic

are

An interesting letter from Mrs. Goddard, will be found on the first page—also other original communications, one of them
giv-

Oxford and Aroostook:

SAGADAHOC

taught.

was

flag and

his country, and he left the hail for that purpose amid enthusiastic applause.

of Mr. Geo.T. Childof

Kingfield
Madrid
New Sharon

that all refugees wiio fail to return to their
homes and accept the amnesty offered on condition of “laying down their arms and
acting
as-loyal citizens," shall “have their wives and
children sent to their care iu Kentucky, or beyond the Confederate State Hues at their oicn
expense.” It is added that the families of all
who leave after the date of this proclamation
“will be sent iiumediateiy after them.” The
women and children must lie taken care of
byhusbands and fathers, cither in East Tennessee or in the Lincoln Government.
Such are
the “tender mercies” of the Confederate military authorities, and such their respect for the
right of domicil of inoffensive women and children who have hu-diauds or fathers iu exile for
their loy alty to the National Government.
In the face of such an exhibition we submit
that Gen. Davis should make some public recantation of his past policy before he proceed*
to arraign (fen. Pope on the
charge of “inhumanity” For the credit of the nation it is to
be hoped that neither party to this contest will
permit it to degenerate into “a violent and remorseless revolutionary struggle.” But if this
latter is to lie prevented, “guerilla raids” and
the private assassination of sick soldiers like
Gen. McCook, must be abandoned in the interest of tlie Confederate Government, and, if
Gen. Davis hopes to procure any relaxation of
the stringent orders of Gen. Pope, we may lie
permitted to suggest that he is more likely to
attain the end by instructing his subordinates
in East Tennessee to change their cruel
practices than by threatening to retaliate on men
who—and it is the worst that can be said
against them—are merely borrowing the
“bloody instructions” which he has already-

patriotic remarks from the Mayor,
in which he referred to the enlistments in the

ing

Jav

prisoners

as

war.

which

in front.

half an hour In his

Freeman

Industry

disaffected people of East Tennessee,” by Col.
W. ,M. Churchwell, Provost Marshal at Knoxville, it is ordered,under date of April 25,18(12,

and called upon
Rev. Dr. Bosworth to offer prayer, who did so
in a fervent and most appropriate manner.

the

jail

see

Mayor Thomas presided,

Alter

to

to the women and children
men as bail fled the State.
Jn

At 2 1-2 o’clock

ring out their inviting peals, and at the end of half an hour the
spacious hall, in all its parts, passages and
ante-rooms, was crowded to repletion, the ladies tilling the gallery, and portions of the stage
area

Carthage
Chestervlll©
Farmington

of the same class must be

Tuscaloosa

August 29th, returning the same
necting witli steamers running to
grounds of the fort.

permits, in

Fkanklix count.
24 Now* Vineyard
5 Phillips
83 Rangcly
64 Salem
14 Strong
4<» Temple
13 Weld
16 Wilton
42
21
Total

Avon

Commenting on this infamous order, the
Washington National Iutellengenccr says:
Nor was any lenity shown iu East Tennes-

the bells commenced to

andof the

ring-leaders

sent at once to

Grand Patriotic Rally at City Hall.

Nobly

Sagadahoc, Knox,

Eighteenth Regiment.—The Eighteenth
Regiment will leave Bangor on Monday morning at live o'clock.
jy~The Augusta Age (Jameson) complains of the Dana Convention for taking a
candidate from the Jameson ranks, and regrets that it will lie compelled to oppose the
election of so good a man as Mr.
Bradbury.
53fA correspondent of the Augusta Journal, who has recently been traveling in the
eastern portion of the State, remarks that the
secessionists an- growing quite bold, and talking their secession sentiments quite freely.
PophamCelehkation.—We

Regular Correspondent.

our

now

to state that there will be an express train for
the excursionists to the celebration on

Augusta. Aug. 22,1862.

Your obedient servant,
J. P. Benjamin, Sec’y of War.
Col. W. B. Wood, Knoxville, Tenn.
P. S.—Judge Patterson, Col. Pickens, and

the

visible about nine In
tlie evening, when it is about three degrees
West of the Polar Star.

Ens. 1’kess:—I semi you the quotas of nine
months trooi» for the Counties of Franklin,

you among the traitors of East Ten-

leniency.
Your vigilant execution of these orders
earnestly urged by the Government.

Exxcutive DEPARTMXT, I
Augu.ta, August 20.1802.j

for passes and

From

First. All such as can be identified in having
lieeu engaged in bridge burning are to be tried
summarily by drum-head court-martial, and, if
found guilty, executed on the spot by hanging.
It would be well to leate their Ixnlies
hanging
in the vicinity of the burnt bridges.
Second. All such as have not been so engaged are to be treated as prisoners of war,and
sent with an armed guard to Tuscaloosa. Alabama, t here to be kept imprisoned at the depot selected by the Government for prisoners
of war.
Whenever you can discover that arms are
concentrated by these traitors, you will send
out detachments, search for and seize the arms,
III no case is one of the men known to have
been up in arms against the Government to be
released on any pledge or oath of allegiance.
The time for such measures is past. They are
to lie held as prisoners of w-ar, and held iu
jail
till the end of the war. Such as come in voltake
tile oath of allegiance, and suruntarily,
render their arms, are alone to be treated with

...

Tuesday

by

y A Comet is

Letter from Augusta.

nessee.

For Registers of Deeds,
F. GARCELON, of Lewiston.
A root to<tk.
LOUIS CORMIER, Northern District,
J. y. A. BARTON, Southern District.
Cktmherf'xnd..THOMAS HANCOCK. Grmv.
Franklin... .&. P. MORRILL, of Farmington.
Kmneber.J. A. RICHARDS, of Augusta.
A’iui/.GEO. W. WHITE, of Rockland.
ALDEN CHASE, of Paris.
Oxford
Waldo.MARSHALL DAVIS, of Brooks.
York.SAMUEL C. ADAMS, of Alfred.

Androscog’n. W’M.

ta, on
next.

disgusting

applications

Pope.

the ad Inst, twenty-two
persons were admitted to membership in the
Kev. Dr. Adams’ church, Brunswick.

giving bond

and infamous details:

Was Department,
1
Richmond, November 25,1801.)
Slit:—Your report of the 20th iust., is received. and 1 now proceed to give you the desired instructions iu relation to the prisoners

....

Judge of Probate,
Oxford.ENOCH M. WOODBURY,

All

the rebel leaders never beBecause they have such a

ytiu Sunday,

Any

on

Catholics ?

fear and hatred of the

accordance with the above, should be made to
Joseph B. Hall, Esq., Secretary of State, at
his office, (the Daily Press office,) in Portland.

die In its defence!

For Clerk of Courts,
Kennebec.WM. M. STRATTON, of Augusta.

Why will

person detained, may be reto the United States,
with sufficient security, in the sum of one
thousand dollars, conditioned for the performance of military duty, it he should be
drafted,
or the
providing a proper substitute.
Third. Immediate report is to lie made to
this office of all persons detained, with the
cause of their detention.
Fourth. You will exercise the power of arrest and detention with caution and forbearance, to as to avoid giving annoyance or trouble to any person excepting those who are
seeking to evade the performance of their duty
to their country.
Fifth. The Governors of the respective
States are authorized to give passes and permits to their own citizens desiring to leave the
State without intent to evade military duty.
By order of the Secretary of War:
L. C. TURNER, Judge Adcocate.

leased,

could reach the spot, tlie shark secured liis

Oneida.

ItALriMOliK. Ar 19th, bri* Jami* C Coalp, ()’lanrv, New \ork.
CM2otb, bri*. France* Jane, Martin, St John* 1*
It; N Meven*. Karen, Ho*tO'i
'’ri<f Triad. Mitchell,
V,V
Si?'
Jane h
8t John RB; »eh
Kii/a ltic&rdaoa ( a ai»
Also aranth. (cli Maryland, Knight. Cortland
Below, brig Andrew Peters, from Matauza*.
2.tl,. bark b l°re«t*, Welsh, Rio
Janeiro; sch K
11 Perkin*, I'liilhrook, Bath.
Also cld 30th. brig I/a. Thompson. Cardenas- acha
A.la Ames Ames, and Pair Wind, .Smith. We> mouth
NEW YORK.
Ar 20th.
ship Vorktown,
London and Portamouth; brigs Hancock,
Gibbs,
Trinidad: Mountain Eagle, Pray. Bermuda.
Also ar 21st, bark Mary B Rich. < nrhon. Greenock
60; brig Samuel Churchman, Goudy, Sierra Leone;
schs Gen Peavey, Fanning, Lubec; Gertrude, Horton, Vinalhnveri; L D Wentworth, Ryder. Bangor.
Also ar 22d, ships Constance,Martinique; B Lamar,
Buenos Ayres; barks Acme, Vera Cruz: Winslow,
New Orleans: Ganges. Rio Jaueiro; Ellen
Morrison,
IH-inarara; brigs Robert Mowe, do: Rolling Seta, St
t nnx ; C W
Ring. Sagua: Olive. Maracaibo; Excel«or, Beraiada; *ch« Howard, Cknfuego*; Stephen
Hotchkiss. New Orleans
i .U 30th. ship W B Travis.
Hooper, Fortress Monroe; sch Antelope, Steed. Point a Pet re, Gnad.
Also ad 2ht,
Ladoga,
Holm, Cronstadt;
*}>>P*
Sparkling Wave. Emery,London; barks Weal Wind,
Bulger, New Orleans; II Hill. Merrill. Fortress Monro**; bogs Anna D forrey, Griffin, Cadi/: Proteus,
Drummond. New Orleans; schs
Gertrude, Cassidy.
Calais; II Neal. Houghton. Newburvport
PROVIDENCE. Sailed 21st, brig Julia E
J
Arey,
Sprague, Baltimore.
BRISTOL. Ar 21st, sell N Borden, Collins, Fall

place

July, Edward

of

tahdin to the

gunboat

^ {7“\Ve will bo oliligoil to our York county
frii'inl for the proposed
report of tlie Kenncbuiik !unp-meeting. If brief we will
give it

Death of a Maine Soldier.—A letter
from an officer of the U. S. Steamer Kearaage,
dated Alg siraa Roads, says that on the 13th

Naval.—Com. G. H. Preble has been transferred from the command of the gunboat Ka-

come

!

wheat at the rate

II. Tibbetts, of Maine, aged
bathing, was attacked by a
ground shark, and, although the poor fellow
fought the monster bravely, before the boat

The PiiiXTEit Boys ake Coming.—Twenty-nine printer* from the Boston Journal olfiee
have enlisted for the war.

military district.

order.
For Sheriffs,
Aroostook.. ..WILLI AM SMALL, of Fort Fairfiold.
('umberIand. THOMAS PENNELL, llarpswell.
Franklin—ORRF.N DAGGETT, of New Sharon.
Kennebec.JOHN HATCH of Augusta.
Knox.S. W. LAUGHTON, of Appleton.
Oxford.HORATIO AUSTIN, of Canton.
Waldo.J. D. TUCKER, of Belfast.
York.GEORGE GOODWIN, of Wolls.

Wednesday last,
The Episcopal .Society in Camden have
purchased one of Beauregard's bells, sent from
New Orleans by Gen. Butler.

prohibiting persons liable to a draft, from leaving their own State. Subsequently, the follow-

£'|p”Cliieago is exporting
a day.

of 37,000 bushels

j

At Marseilles 4th lust, ship Orphan, Kemnton.dlsg.
At Bordeaux 4th inst, brig- H ti Berry, Race, for
Netv York 6th; tied Bailee, Noyes, for do 29th.
At Havre 6th inst, ship William F rot hi nghain, Stetson, New York, disg.
At Antwerp 6th iust, ship Harpewell, Rogers, for
New York.
At London 9th iust. ships Patrick lleury, Moore,
for New York, ldg; €'here Win, Skinner. laid up.
Sailed 8th. ship iiaribaidi. fernery. New York.
Sailed from Cardill 2d, ship Roanoke, lioss, Mauritius.
Ar at Ma/atlan June 26, sch Wild l*igeou, -,
San Francisco.
Ar at Cailao 13th ult. ships Mary K Bates.FJdridge,
San Francisco; 17th, Elvira, Andrews, Valparaiso;
19th, Benj Bangs, Bartlett, Loudou.
Sailed 14th, shins John Brvaut. tiardner, for London; 18th, Mary Robim-on, McCleave.C hinchas; 19th,
Bethiah Thayer, Pendleton, do.
Ar at Valparaiso 18th inst, barks Nightingale, Edwaids, and Corilla, Smith, New York; 18th. ship
William Sprague, Jamo«-on, Swansea.
Sailed June 3d. bark Amazonian. Mavo.New York.
Ar at Aspiuwall 3*1 inst. bark P Pendleton,do; 8th,
brig E Drummond. Conway, do.
Sailed 31st ult. bark Zona- Coffin. Kiddoll.Trinidcd.
Ar at CieuAtego* 5th iust, bark Fraukliu, Mitchell,
Boston.
Ar at do 23th alt, brigs Black llawk, tiracc, and
Marine, Cook. Maclnas; 7th iust, Fannie, (Br) Roes.
Portland.
Sailed 7th iust, bark La Cigurna. Adie, New York.
Ar at St J ago 14th ult, brig Eli/a Anu Adams.
Staples. New York.
Ar at Sagua 3d iust, brig John Pierce. Morton,key

Recruit* wanted to fill up the

COLONEL

E. C. MASON.

Advance Bounty from City, SIM.
Advance Bounty from Mate, $U.
Advance Bounty from I'.States, N7.
One Bonita’s

Pay in advance, 913
MARINO A

TOTAL ADVANCE OF
A LAO,

West.

Arat Trinidad 39th ult, brig t.ilraor Meredith,
Snow, Port Spain.
Sailed from Uctuedioa 10th nit. hrig Susan Duncan,
Taylor. Falmouth.
Ar at Havana 30th ult, barks R H Knight, Haynes,
Portland <and sailed 9th for Portland); S W ’Holbrook, Small. Bangor; 4rh inst, brig B Dunning,
( Collins, do; 7th, bark St Jago, Kilinau, Portland.
Sailed 7th inst, bark Album Lincoln, Hutchings,
New York.
Ar at Matauzas 9th iust. brig Demarara,Blanchard,
I Boston.
Ar at do 29th ult, brigs Denmark, Staples,Portland;
Prenti'S Hobbs. Ellis. Frankfort.
Sailed 99th. brig Bachelor, (Br) Waycott,Portland.
Sailed from Cardenas 30th ult, brig J West,-,
I Rovtou; 10th iust, Benj Carver. Smith. New York;
12th, barks Sarah B Hale, Crowther, Portland; 13th,
I DUigeuce. Young. Now York; brig R R kirtlaud,
knight, Baltnnoieo.
ArSth ult, brigs Amanda. Bryant, Philadelphia;
I 2d inst, Wappoo, Nickerson, New York: Oth. Sarah.
Bernice, < alais; lith, bark R 11 knight, Rayues,
Havana.

REGIMENT,

SEVENTH

$75

Bounty

—

at the Close of the War.

[

MaylS,

!

lat 2

SPOKEN.
N, Ion26 W, was

seen

an

American

ship from Cardiff for lloug hong, showing 3d dia
pend No 7603.
June 21. lat 17 N, Ion 117 YV, ship Jo.-iah L Hale,

! from San Francisco for Callao.
July 14. lut 8 10N, bm 29 10 YV, was seen bark
Sarah Park, from Newport E for Rio Janeiro.
Aug 5. lat 61, Ion 12. .-hip J S Parsons, Chase, from
Liverpool for New York
Aug —, lat 49. lou 9, ship Camden, from Cardiff for
Cape Verd Islands.

DOMESTIC’ PORTS.
7th, bark Harvest Moon,

NEYV ORLEANS. ( Id
Lampher, New York.

To resident* of Portland hav ing Jhmiliea, tl per
week for with, anti 5f> cent* for each child.

Pay and ration* from date of euli*tracnt. Term of
three year* uu!e*« sooner discharged. Medi-

•ervice

cal attendance

tree.

Pay from $13 to $22 per Nonth.
One hundred
of the War.

Adjutant

and nixty

acre*

of Land

do*©

WILLIAM 11. LA KR A BEK.

Recruiting

Officer.

fJ5'~ Recruiting office, foot of Exchange Street,
over Duran'* Clothing Store.
augl9dtf

undersigned respectfully inform* the
public that he ha* tea*ed the above House.
THE

<»n Kttleral Street, Portland, and iuvite*
tin* travelling community to call aud see if
be know* ‘how to keep a hotel
Van,
airy room*. g<**d be«b*. a wt-ll-prov ided table, atteati\e servants and moderate charge* are the inducement* be hold.- out to those w hose buxines* or pleat>ure call them to the “Koreat i ity.*’
**

.JONATHAN* BLISS, Proprietor.
dtf
Portland, Aug. 19,1 *8.

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

$y“Me*srs Crossnmn & Poor have kindly
placed at their window, for the accommodation of night pedestrians, an illuminated clock.
gy-Two persons of doubtful character
were arrested yesteaday by the ]>olice, and requested to leave town. They left.

LATEST

Derails of llie Outrage.
From Fen. Curtis' Command.

Pursuit or t.uerillns.

Sunday School,
cy~A notice, very important to voters in
the city, will be found in this paper. In consequence of changes in the boundaries of the
wards, it becomes very important, in order to
protect the rights of all voters, that each

men, at which six woinengidvaneed
frenzy, divided into two parties, and

tween two

high
tugged away at the combatants three on a
side, endeavoring to separate them. Intervention, however, in the shape of the police, stepped in, and the men being arrested, were conveyed to the lockup.
Personal.—Brigadier General Charles D.
Jameson, accompanied by his wife, father,
and Charles Cooper. Esq., of New York, arrived in this city yesterday morning, per steamer Lewiston, from Boston, leaving also at 1 1-2
P. M„ for his home at Oldtowu, Maine. We
are glad to learn that the General is convalescing, having sufficiently recovered from his
late severe illness, to be able to walk a little
to

t■uerillas on James Kiver.

Steamer Burned by Rebels.
St.

Paul's, Minn., August

22.

Reliable information from Fort
Ridgeley
confirms w ithout doubt all the
previous reMr. A\ yckotte, Assistant Superinports.
tendent, while on his way to the upper agencies,
met a messenger six miles Irom Fort
Ridgeley

Monday morning, aunounciug an outbreak
the lower Sioux Agency, and the murder of
all the whites except a few.
Capt. Marsh set
out immediately with 45 men.
At a ferry opposite the Agency he encountered a large body
of warriors, w ho opened fire on them, and alter
a few
volleys a large body of ambushed Indians
in the rear tired upon them,
killing a number
of men. Retreat was attempted across the
on
at

river, and iu the water the Indiaus killed the
captain, ;J sergeants, 4 corporals. But 17 re-

turned to the Fort. On Monday
night the
from the burning buildings and grain
stacks was seen iu ail directions.
Escaped
citizens came into the fort
during tbe day,
giving accounts of horrors too terrible for im-

light

agination

to

conceive.

Mothers

came

iu rags

and barefooted, whose husbands and children
were slaughtered before their
eyes; children
came, who witnessed the murder of their parents or the burning of their homes.
The
with the assistance of a friend.
roads in all directions to New I’lm are lined
gy-At a meeting of the Mayor and Aider- with murdered men. women ami children.
J. J. Porter, of Mankato, a member of the
men, last evening, the following persons were
last Minnesota Legislature, arrived here last
appointed enlisting officers to raise the quota evening tor arms. He was one of the comof Portland, under the last call of the Presimittee sent to New L'lm to learn the truth of
the reported murder. He arrived at New Ulm
dent :
F. R. Harris, Geo. A. Abbott, Charles
Tuesday morning, and found the people preS. Gross, Lewis Pierce, Chas. E. Shaw, Frank
pared to bury live persons murdered, and
L. Jones, Andrew IJooley, James Gilman, Win.
others were being constantly found most horMetaugh, Simeon M. Savage, Samuel II. Brag- ribly mutilated. He saw four persons w ounded
in
one room, cut w ith hatchets in their heads
don, Joseph Colesworthy, C. P. Kimball, Jos.
and arm; a little girl was cut across the liice,
F T.il.hv Alev ReU.
breast and side; a little boy was
dreadfully
ear* Attention is invited to the advertise- j cut up, also a middle aged man. Iu an adroom
lie
saw
a
child
with
its
joining
bead cut
mcut of the City Hotel,by Amasa T.C. Dodge,
oif. and twenty-seven others imiiilate.l win,
which will lx1 found in its appropriate place in
gashes, lhe people of New Ulm are drilling
this paper. Mr. Dodge lias had long experiwith what arms they can get, and are
fully
awake to their danger, and are determined to
ence as a caterer to the public, and if report
defend the town to flic last.
he
is
one
of
the
few
men
in
speaks correctly
Mr. Porter left New Ulm Tuesday A, M.,
tliis world who “know how to keep a hotel.”
and was overtaken by* a man, who
reported
His house occupies a very pieasaut position in | that the Indians attacked the town 200
strong,
at5P. M.. amt burned several
the city, and is particularly convenient for the
buildings.
Several citizens were seeu to fall. The
people
large class of country people whose business had
gathered together and barricaded the
leads them to the city.
streets.
Letters to Gov. Ramsey say that
hundreds are known to be killed, and it is bePohtlaxp, Aug. 22d, 180>2.
lieved a thousand. Gov. Ramsey
yesterday*
Editors of Press:—Information received
ordered the militia with horses to the scene.
from the 13th Regiment at Ship Island, of the
From Washington.
to
great want of hospital needs,

owing mainly
the location of that regiment, the following
cases were sent forward this day to that regiment, and for

Maine troops wounded at
and near Culpepper Court House, to the care
our

of Dr. Garcelon; also to the 9th Maine Regiment at Fernandina; one case from Wilton to

Maine;
Surgeon Bates,
Skowhegan to Surgeon Bates; one case from
Saliattisville, one case from Newfield, one case
from Jay, one case of hospital clothing and
soldiers' packages,all toSurgeon Bates. Two
cases from Ladies’ Com., Portland, to U. S.
Sanitary Committee, one soldiers' package for
Maine regiments to U. S. Sanitary Com., one
13th

one

case

from

from the Ladies’ Com., and one case from
New Portland to the care of Miss Clara H.

case

Barton,

for Dr. Garcelon.

One barn-1 hospital

stores for Gen.

ing
one

Shepley, one case hospital clothTemple Cutler, 9Ui Maine, and
cast from Canton to U. S. Sanitary Comfor llev.

mission.

D.

The Ali.eohan-iaxs, Vocalists, and
Swlss Bell Rixuehs, aiie Coming.—This
talented troupe of artistes, lately returned from
round the world, will appear for the

a tour

first time in Portland, on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings next, Aug. 27th and 28th.
They have sung during the past twelve years
in almost every foreign country upon the
Globe, Including the far off isles of the Pacific,
astonishing the natives of the ftoxeery king-

Johns, N. F., August 22.
The steamship Teutonia, from Southampton
Util ilist, for New York, passed Cape Race

Washington, August 22.
The six medical storekeepers provided
by
the recent act of Congress, were
to-day appointed by the Secretary of War. upon file
recommendation of the examining board, and
assigned to duty at the principal army purveying depots. A large number of applicants
were examined by the board, and the
appointments made purely w ith reference to their relative competency.
A man recently released on taking the oath
of allegiance, w as yesterday arrested down the
Potomac w hile in the act of passing into Virginia with a large manlier of letters and maps
of Maryland and Virginia
He was returned
to his former prison.
A numlair of newspaper correspondents nrc
here to-day from the army of Virginia Their
departure thence was involuntary.
Commander William 1). Porter, the destroyer of the Arkansas, has been made a Commodore.

It is not known by any of Gen. McClellan’s
friends here that he intends, as reported, to retin- from active service ill the field.
There is no unusual excitement in Washington.
The city is as quiet as it has been
any
period w itliin the last six months.
War Facts and Rumors.

Cairo, August 22.
Champion on her last passage
Memphis was fired into by guerillas at Janies
llayou, just below Memphis. She was struck
by over 70 shots, but no one was injured.
The steamer

Steamship North American,

from

Oil

Quebec,

arrived out on the 13th.
An Italian squadron lias been ordered to
Ancona to watch the Adriatic coast.
Gurribaldi, with 500 volunteers, is marching
in the direction of Patra Pezzia and Sanrataido. His object appears to be to reach Messina.
Public opinion favors conciliation and by
discussion to point out to foreign powers the
dangers of a prolonged occupation of Rome
by the Flench.
A Garibaldi manifestion took place at the
Sarcnlla Theatre in Milan during which shouts
were raised of “Rome or death.”
Garibaldi’s volunteers number 3000.
A slight eucounteer had taken place between
the volunteer and Royal troops.
Garibaldi recently spoke as follows: “The
present state of affairs cannot continue. 1 go
against the government because it will not let
me go to Rome.
1 go against France because
she defends the Pope. 1 will have Rome at
any price—Rome or death. If I succeed so
much the better
if not, 1 will destroy the
Italy which I made myself.”
The departure of volunteers from Palermo,
had ceased.
Ratazzi’s dismissal from the Ministry is considered the only means by which a solution of
the present difficulties can be arrived at.
Mazzina had had a conference with Garibaldi and returned to Malta. Garibaldi is at Caltaniztta.
Louis Napoleon will not deliver an official
speech at the reception on tile 17th.
It is believed that the Mexican expeditionary force will be very large. The choicest officers and men of the Versailles artillery are
under orders.
A division of gunboats for Mexico is
being

In the

vigorously

Reform School.
Maine Seventeenth.
This regiment,
which passed through our city yesterday, excited the admiration of all spectators in an unusual degree. Such stalwart fellows, with such
size and strength of body—they seemed complete representatives of the backbone of Maine.
None,either, could fail to note the manly bearintelligent countenances of the rank
HiidVlc. We Team that they were recruited
from the best classes of the community, the
well-to-do, well-informed and moral portion of
all trades aud pursuits. They
evidently know
w hat they go to war for, and we shall
expect
to hear a good account of them.
—

itig^id

Bro. Case again threatens the Press
“execution,” and says it “shall lie brought
to the block in due season.”
Well, better that,
witli

titan like the

block head !

Advertiser, be brought

to

the

Appointments.—J. II. Estabrook, M. I).,
of Camden, C. H.
Garmaiue, M. D. of Rocklaud, and J. U. Walker, M. IJ., of Union, were
appointed yesterday as examining surgeons for
the County of Knox.

From Fortress Monroe.
Fortress Monroe, Aug. 21.
Williamsburg was evacuated by the Union
troops at 4 o’clock yesterday afternoon. Tire
guard was under command <>f Major Stetson
aud consisted of live companies of the 5th
Penn. reg. They came down and joined their

regiment.
It is reported that Williamsburg

returned from n four yeart* tour rouml
J tin* world, and having since their return, given
tirtv-two tnceetnful conrrrt* in tin* city of New
York; alse visited Washington, Baltimore, and many of the principal cities of the Western States, in
all of which their concerts have been attendid by the
largest, most fashionable ami delighted audiences
that ever greeted musical artists, would now respectfully announce TWO of their highly popular musical K.NTKUTA1NMKMS, at

Iately

Various Matters.
New York, August 22.
The 17th Maine Regiment passed through
here this moniiug for the seat of war.

Tlort{;»£<»

Itral Estate,

on

TENEMENTS WANTED.
WANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, ami within ten minutes’walk of the Post Office. Bent not to
exceed from $150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or
at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

a

apply

WANTED.
SMALL RENT, of five or six rooms, near
the busiuoM part of the city. Enquire at
this office

a

POSITIVELY TWO NIGHTS ONLY,
Wedaesdiy and Thursday Evening, August 2<lh and 28th.

Wranted I mediately,

Their Reportofro embraces a choice collation of
Vocal Quartettes, arranged in their own peculiar
style, also a variety of the sweetest English. Irish,
Scotch, Herman and Spanish ballads, extant Humorous Songs, Duets, Ice., Arias, Cavitinas and Scenas,
from the works of the most popular Italian and
French Masters. In addition to their usual choice
selections of vocal music, they will play, each evening. several pieces on the celebrated SWISS

QJT

COAT AND PANT MAKERS.
Pressman and one Machine Girl.

Inquire

mug4d3w

Also,

one

m

HEAD

Signs, Banners, Landscape*. Figures, Flowers, Scroll
3w
Work, Ac.
aug!3

Sewiiig-Maeliincs.

panic.

COAL
SHI TTLE.

WOOD,!

&

CHEAP

FOR CASH,

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

of

SPRING M 0 UXTAIX LEHIGH,
HA ZE L TOX L EH Id H,
COLE RAISE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOV XTAIX,

FOB FAMILIES

JOHN'S,
GENUINE LODBER Y,

THE

Manufacturers.

Pore nnd Free

Buruing.

CUMBERLAND
SEOAT

fho
strictly
warranted to give satisfaction.
THESE
Coal*

STORER Ar

fully

CrTLER,

Warranted.

Importers

and

&

CO.,

Office, Commercial St.,

Wholesale Dealers in

Street,

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth It. lieraey,

Saturday.

War Dupaktxknt,
l
Washington, August 8, 1862. |
will be received by this Department
until 5 P. M. on the 26th of August. 18*3, fur the
at the following arsenals, of horse
equipment*, U. S. Cavalry pattern, as hereinafter specified :
At the Watertown Arsenal, Watertown, Massachusetts, 2,000 sets.
At the Watervlict Arsenal, West Troy, New York,
2,000 sets.
At the New York Arsenal, Governor'* Island, New
York, 10,000 sets.
At the Frankford Arsenal, Bridesburg, Pennsylvania. 6,000 sets.
At the Alleghany Arsenal, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 10,000 sets.
At the St. Louis Arseual, St. Louis, Missouri, 10,000 set*.
These* sets of horse equipments are to be furnished
complete, except the horse brush, currv-comb, lariat,
can be expicket-nin, link, and blauket.
amined at each of the above-named arsenal*.
They
are to be subject to insjM ction at the arsenals where
delivered, before being received bv the Government;
none to be accepted or paid for but such a* are
approved upon such inspection.
Deliveries must 1m* made in lots of nnt leu than flf.
tv set* per week for all contracts of 6<*) sets or under; one hundred sets per week for all contracts of
from live hundred up to one thousand sets; two hundred sets per week lor all coutract sot* from one thousand to two thousand sets; five hundred sets per week
for all contracts of from two thousand to six thousand sets; and eight hundred sets per week for all
contracts of from six thousand to ten thousand sets.
Failure to deliver at a specified time will subject
the contractor to a forfeiture of the quantity to be delivered at that time. The equipments are to be boxed. five sets in a box, in the customary manner—bits
aud saddles of assorted numbers; au'd the contents
to be distinctly marked on the outer euds of the box.
The boxes to be charged at cost, to be determined
by
the inspector.
Bidders will state explicitly in their proposals, the
time, quantity and place of each delivery. Each party obtaining a contract will bo required to enter into
bonds, with proper sureties, for the faithful ftillilment
of tin* same.
Bids of person* who are not manufacturers or regular dealers in leather work will not l*- considered;
and the Department reserves the right to reject any
or all bids which uiav be made.
Upon the award being made, successful bidders,
will be notitlcd; and they will be furnished
with forms of the coutract aud of the bond required
of them.
Proposals will be addressed to
••Geueral JAMES \V. RIPLEY,
Chief of Ordnance,
Washington, D. C.**
And will be endorsed
for
Horse
“Proposal*
Equipments.”
JAMES W. KIPLKT.
aue9eodt2»‘atig
Brig. Gen. Chief of Ord'ce.

and

head

of

Maine

IVhf.

only,

SAVE THE PIECES!

JulSltf

Richard*' Combined Glne and Cement

For Sale.
THE Three Story Brick DWELLINGHOUSE, No. 8 Gray Street. It is in
good repair, and contains t» n finished
If not sold before the 20th of
rooms.
Sept, next, it will be sold on that day,
at 11 o’chn’k, A. 31., at Auction, without
reserve.
Terms very easy. For information apply
to JOHN RANDALL, on the
premises, or at the
store of ItANDALL ft WOODBURY, oil Cominer*
cial Street, head Central Wharf.
June 21.1862.
dtf

Portland.

Alfred Woodman,
C harles Bailey.

aug20dlcwtf

The stores in this vicinity have been robbed
and many horses stolen.
Spiritual ism.
(ten. Sherman ha* been petitioned by many
FOSTER, Test Medium, from New York,
citizens to close the liquor shops.
•
having recently returned from Europe, will
Gen. Ilovey’s division, of Curtis' army, left
give st-caiiccs at Xo. 9) Chestmut Street, Hour* from
PLEASURE
PARTIES.
Helena on the 4th for Clarendon, on White | 10 o'clock A. M. to 4 P. M.
Persona who desire to witness the remarkable manvisiting the Islands, supplied
river, where a large body of rebel- were enEXCURSIONISTS
ifestation of printing name* on the arm, cau now
J
with
stores at the shortest notice.
camped. The rebels were apprised of his ap- ! have nn opportunity.
I
Orders solicited.
Portland, Aug.
1SG2.
dlw
proaeh, and fled in the direction of Little
I HO Forr Slrrrl nenr font of Exchange.
Rock. A cavalry force was sent in the direcCALDERWOOD & DECKEIT.
T«‘ilS.
tion after them.
Portland. June 23.
dtf
HALF CHESTS Fine Oolong Teas,
9*TA
"
60 do.
do.
do.
Junction of McCieUan and Pope Confirmed.
Souchong
For
sale
je23-3m
by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
Philadelphia, Aug. 22.
Private intelligence received in this city
confirms the news of the junction of our
NeM’
armies. It also announces the death of Col.
Coulter, of the 11th Pennsylvania regiment,
IA5IES P. SLEEPER,
on the battle Held.
HARPER,

CH.

I

ATLAHTIC,

Aug. IS, 18G2.

want

save tex

to

iseod3w

4 GOOD ASSORTMENT of Fruit Can». both
J\. Giant and Tilt. fur .ale at Mantifhrlii rurs' l’Hct-s,
By KENDALI. * WHITNEY.
Old City ilall, Portland.
d2mi*
July 29, 18<2.

tsr~ Remember the place,

No.

firmer—sales 1800 bale* at 46 a 40Jc for midling Upland*.
Flour—state and Western dull and heavy; superfine state at 84 86 a 5 00; extra do 85 In a 5 2 50; round
hoop Ohio, 86 40 a 560; superfine Wextern 84 85 a
5 00; common to good extra Western do 85 10 a 5 35.
Southern heavy—mixed to good 86 30 a 5 80; fancy

MOFFOTT’S,
Square,

Market

27

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs.
will pay personal attention to the same.

Trunks!

Moffett, who
aul2dtf

S

Walcli Foil ml.
the Pic Nic Grounds, near this Village. The
owner can have the same by proving property
aud paying charges.
It! D. FABNHAM.

and extra 85 85 a 7 60. Canada dull and heavy—extra
85 15 a 6 25. Wheat heavy and lower—Chicago spring
at 81 13 for poor; Milwaukee Club, 8116 a 1 23; amber Iowa 81 24 a 1 25;; red winter Western *1 2SJ a
1 83; white Michigan Si 40 a 1 43; new do 81 52 a 1 57.
Corn a shade easier—mixed Western 00c for old
Hound. 65 a 55 a 58c tor Eastern.

ON

£abatti«vU)e, Aug. 15,18G2.

augl5d3t&wlt

JL

12.
Sugars quiet and firm—New Orleans 8] a Ole: Porto
Rico 8*c.
Coffee firm—by auction. 1750 bags Rio sold at 21] a
22jc. averaging 22c; and at private sale 1200bags Santos at 21] a 22jc.
Freights to Liverpool decidedly firmer—Cotton
nominal; Flour 8 a 3s fid; Grain 13 a 14d for Wheat
in bulk and ship's hags.
Wool quiet and very firm.

Cut. made and trimmed

A. D* REEVES
98

*•

A lloon

Bent under
postpaid,

to

New York, August 21.
higher—III. Central Scrip 62]; Mich.
68]; Pacific Mail 110; l S. sixes 1867
registered 99; Treasury 7 3-10,104]; Americau Gold

Stocks are
Central R. R.

seal, in

Apple’s and

AND

Engravings,

PROPOSALS
to

98

EXCHANGE

Cumberland

Tailor,

CJ-

dly

I

Glasses.

PARTICULAR
MAKINt. BOYS’

HAND,

Pier and Oval Frames, with French Mirrors; Gilt,
Ebony and Imitation Rosewood Frame?, both Oval
ami Square, for Engravings ami Photographs, at low
price* and warranted satisfactory.

JUST

MOSES GOULD.

Aug. 15

3w

74

Exchange St. (np stair*.)

Butter and Chemc.

mrmtif.

Trn* rhoicc Vermont
1UO J5(| boxes
c
".
Just received and for sale by

10A

UEESE.

F. A. SMITH.
19 L 21 Silver Street.

augld4w

T1CTKOPOMTA \

DINING S^LOONT.
and 10 Exchange Street,
rOETLAXD.
...

Proprietor.

DILL

OF

ROAST.
K-mst Beef..25
Roast Lamb. IS
Roa«t Chicken,.21
Broiled Chicken,.87

FARE :

semi-annually.
N. L. HUMPHREY. Treasurer.
Center, August 12. 1*2.
al3eod2wd A wit

e it

11

e m

given to CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

A. 1>.
98

REEVES
E XC H A N G E

Tailor.

Lithographs,

711
4 t*

89

Fried Mackerel.15
Codiish.15
**
Halibut.15

MELODEON

; CT*nI

—

Maiiiilheturer,

f[3P*

have made to

vour

DRESS

of

order

a

BOILED.
< old Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Beef’s Tongue*.
IS
Mutton Chop.18

Boiled Mutton, with
Caper Sauce,.... 25
Boiled llaui, .18

PAS TR r.
RELISHES.
Custard Tie.0 Tomato**,.8
Apple lie.6 Cucumber*..0
onions...«;

Squash,.6

DltiXKS.
C ofTee.*5

Tea.8

Draught Ale.5 Porter,.8
CT* open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
juI29dtf

5 o’clock.

Best

-IX

dress

Place

PORTLAND

-ia at-

suit,

Tailoring Establishment of
BEEVES,

at the

A. IK

TO PURCHASE A TRUSS,
LORING'S DRUG STORE,

a

COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

by band,

Corner of Exchange and Federal St*.
Every Trurs warranted, and a perfect fit guaranteed.
£5^“ The Poor liberally considered.
Jul29dtf
Molasses and

No. OS Exchange Street,
Portland, August 6, 1862.

dly

To Let.
good repair.
Also HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,

containing seven or eight rooms all in
"good repair.
at
21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
Inquire
dtf
J. F. DAY.
Portland, July ID, 1862.

k

Fancy Printing,
PRESS.

box of suitable size for the

to that which expresses the entire number of
in the company, each slip having one number
written thereon. The box shall then be closed, and
the papers therein thoroughly shaken up, when a
draft idiall be made therefrom under his direction in
the mode here prescribed.
Second—Tin* names on the company roll shall then
be called in alphabetical order by the orderly S*rgeaut, and each man, as his name i*called, shall draw
one slip of paper from the box, which he shall pass
to the Clerk, who shall read aloud the number thereon, and record the same* upon a roll previously prepared by him for that purpose, upon a blank furnished from this office, opposite tie* name of the person
drawing the same, until every slip shall have been
drawn from the box, and ia ease* where an enrolled
member of the company shall not be present, or shall
neglect or refuse to draw upon his name being called,
the Orderly Sergeant shall designate some nu mber
or tiie company to draw tor him.
Third—When there i* more than one
company in a
city or town, the Mayor aud Aldermen or the city,
and the Sel«*ctmen of the towns, arc authorized aud
requested, immediately upon receiving information
of their quotas, to apportion the same equally between the several companies, having respect to tho
numbers borne ujioii the rolls. If snch municipal
officers shall neglect or reftise to perform the above
service in making the aforesaid apportionment, the
draft will nevertheless be proceeded with, in the
manner above described, and notice of the tacts
should be immediately forwarded to this office by the
one
men

Orderly Sergeant.

Fourth—If the above duty cannot be performed before 5 o'clock, P. M., it will be continued on the nexi
and 5
day, between the hours of 9 o’clock, A. M
o'clock, P. M.. and from day to day between the
same hours until the draft is completed.
Fifth—The men who shall not be exempt from liability to enrolment (such exemption to In* determined
as hereinafter provided) against whose* names upon
the record thus made by the clerk, shall be found the
lowest number commencing at one (1) and going
upwards until the quota of the company has been obtained, shall constitute the dratted quota of said
company, aud shall be held accordingly, and thus the
uuota is to be completed from the lowest numbers
drawn by non-exemnted men.
8ixth—The following persons, via:
The Vice President of the United states;
Tlie officers, judicial aud executive, of the United

States;

The members of both houses of Congress and their
respective officers; custom house officers aud their
inspectors of exports; pilots, and mariners

clerks:

m the sea serv ice of any citizen or merchant
employed
witnin the

United 8fates;

Postmasters, assistant postmasters, and their clerk*,
post officers, post riders, and stage drivers in the care
and conveyance of the mail of the United States;
ferry nu n employed at any ferry on the post road ;
artificers and workmen in the United States arsenals;
persons of the denominations of tjuaker* and
Shakers; justices of the supreme judicial court;
ministers of tlie gospel, regularly ordained according to the usages of tlieir denominations, so
long as such relation continues; and officers of
the militia who have been honorably discharged,
are exenqded from liability to candment aud draft ;
aud. upou evidence furnished the Orderly Sergeant
that
come within this exemption, he will cause
the elerfc to draw a line across their names upon the
records, but not reudering the names illegible, stating
opposite, tlie ground of exemption. A line will also
be drawn across the names of persons claiming exemption from liability, on grounds of physical disability, who shall establish tlie validity of such claims
before the Orderly hergeant. by the certificate of any
surgeon within the county, appointed by the Governor, for the purp«M* of making such examination,
which certificate shall contain a statement of the* particular ground of such disability. The decisions of
the Orderly Sergeants in this regard will stand good
unless reversed by the Adjutant General.
Seventh—Three days from the draft, exclusive of
that day. shall b«« allowed parties claiming exemption
to ftiruish evidence establishing their claim before the
Orderly Sergeant, and no decision in favor of such
shall b»* given unless within four days of
snch draft. Immediately upon tlie expiration or said
period the names of the‘(oorsous drafted, aud a certithe clerk, aforesaid,
fied copv of the record made
shall be transmitted to the Adjutant General. The
Orderly Sergeants will notify the drafted men comprising his company's quota, to appear at the place
where the draft was made, on the sixth day succeeding .-aid draft, at 9 o'clock A. M and from thence be
will proceed with them by public conveyance if such
cau be had. aud if not by tlie most expeditious and
economical method to the place of reudezvoos of
which notice will be given hereafter. In case of the
resignation, absence or neglect of the Orderly Sergeants to perform the duties herein required, the t'aptams elect or either of the Lieutenants in default of
his smtenor officer, will officiate in his stead.
Eighth— Reasonable compensation will be made ft>r
the performance of these duties aud necessary «xpence* reimbursed.
Ninth—One or more competent surgeons in each
county will be designated by the Governor, of whose
appointment notice will tie given, and whose certificates of disability, aud noue others will be respected
by Orderly Sergeants or otliers in authority. When
anv person enrolled as aforesaid, is sick aud unable
befbre the surgeons apto present himself
pomted as aforesaid, such surgeou may issue oa certificate of exemption upon the productions before
him of the sworn statements of the party in reference
to the nature and extent of bis disability or disease,
and of a sworn statement in detail eoiicHruing the
same, by a physician or surgeon of good standing iu
the county.
Tenth—The drafted men from the different companies, after arriving at the place of rendezvous, will be
formed into companies and regiments, which will be
officer**d as provided by the laws of ibis State and of
the United States.
Eleventh—lirafted men may furnish substitutes,
but caunot be relieved from
service upon
paying a tine under the laws ot this State.

they

exemption

..

personalty

Seasoned

Hemlock Boards.

premise*

may bo examined at auy time.
For further particulars apply to
JAMES FTKBISH.
tf
Mb. 1852.

Liverpool

Cities, Towns and Plantation* Aimkhiojr their quota of able Inn In** I volunteers, enlisting for nine mouth*
service, upon blanks to be furnished from tliis office
to the municipal authorities or militia officers, aud
who shall be enrolled at some |4ace within tbeir city,
town or plantation, and on their way to the rendezthe third of September
vous on or before
next, will be relieved from their liability to a draft;
said volunteer* being accepted in lieu of drafted men,
and no draft from such cities aud towns, under this
call, will be made. Any number of volunteers, furnished a** aforesaid, less than the quota, will be received as part thereof, provided they are residents of
the city, town or plantation furnishing them, aud the
draft will be made for the residue.
II. Volunteers, when in camp, will Ik* formed into
rompanit** ami regiments, aud. as far a** may be con; sis taut with hi* interests of the service, in accordauco
with the wishes of the different quotas: and companies will elect their owu otheory, subject to the contimatiou of the roinmander-in-t hief.
III. lu ascertaining the quotas of counties and
towns, the regulatious of the War Department will
be observed, which are as follows:
“Additional Regulations for the Enrolment and
Draft of Militia: Ordered. 8th. That in filling all requisitions for militia, the quotas of the several States
will be appointed by the Governors among the several counties, ami, when practicable, among the subdivisions of counties, so that allowance* shall be made
to such counties, aud subdiv isions, tor all volunteers
theretofore furnished
them, aud mustered into the
service of the l ulled States, and whoso stipulated
J
term of service shall not have expired.••
IV. No State or I'nited State* bounty will be paid
cities
that
and
to snch volunteer*, and it is
enlisttowns, furnishing their quotas by
ment. will not disregard the withe# of the Geueral
Government, that nine mouths' volunteers should be
raised without bounties. No Volunteer* will be received in lieu of drafted men from any city or town
that shall pav a bounty of more than twenty (*>)
dollars to tack volunteer.

by

hoped
voluntary

THlfiD.
the Act of March 18. 18«2.>iu reference to furm-lung aid to the familie* of soldier*
will extend to the families of drafted militia and uiue
mouths’ volunteers.
The

vears

CO.

IlOIIM1 to Lc*t.

August

AT THE OFFICE OF THE

cause a

to be prepared, and will
place therein in
presence of the company, as many idip* of paper as
there are names on the roll of his company, exclusive
of officers oiect, and upon the slips shall be written, in letter* Mid uot figures, the numbers from

purpose

provision* of

FOURTH.

PWELLIy(»-HOUSE, No. W Free
Street, is to be let, aud pomeNtou given
during the first week of September. The

clieap

NEATLY EXECUTED

companies,

lowing:
First—He will

guotas of cities, town? and plantations for three

100,000 leet rough-edged Hemlock Feuce Boards, at
F4 per M feet. For sale bv
J. 11. IT AM l.BN,
Hobson’s Wharf.
al5*llm

V4T1TII Oval. Square or Kliptical frames, with
If
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish made
to order, of any si/e, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns; also
Looking olu.-ses and
plates re-set in old frames, bv
MORRISON A CO., 20. Market Square.

Book,

Lumber*
fYJY/Y FEET gang-aawed,

"jUUU

Pit*r mid Mantle Mirrors.

Card &

Sugar.

“TA HMDS. Cardenas Molasses,
«b»JU 200 do. Muscat ado do.
100 boxes H. B. Sugar,
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k
j*28-3111

A BRICK HOUSE on Garden st. eleven
rooms and all other conveniences, all in

}

place

Wednesday

EXTRA DISHES.

The

en,

HOURS!

consisting

Fine Yellow Sugar.
hhds. Muscovado Sugar.
tierces
do.
do.
hhds. Muscovado Molasses.
tierces
do.
di».
bills.
do.
do.

23
Omaha, X. T., Aug. 22.
Our Assortment of Artists’ Materials
298
The Democratic Convention to-day nomi- i
Is very extensive, being of the beet manufacture,
22
nated .1. F. Kenney for Congress, aud the
such as Winsor & Newton’s Oil and Water Colore.
41
Republicans, S. G. Daley.
Brushes, Drawing Papers, Pencils, Crayons, Oils and
Cargo
Brig I. D. Lincoln. For sale by
Mathematical
&c.
Varnishes,
Instruments,
New York, August 22.
liOPHNI EATON,
Our stock embraces all articles in this line, and is
Steamer Hare and Jersey Blue arrived irom
No. 1 Central Wharf.
the largest ami best selected in the State, ami we of1802.
*dlcw4w
Aug.
11,
Newbern to-uight with dates of 20th. All
fer the best inducement* to dealers and phutograpers,
as
both
to
of
and
as
to
there.
quality
goods
prices.
quiet
J. I>. CHENEY,
PARTIES WISHING TO PURCHASE
Steamboat Collision.
Will lx* cheerfully furnislmd with our Catalogue,
Philadelphia, August 22.
which contains a complete list.
Night before last the steamer Belvldere,
—a^u
while going down the bay, bound to Fortress
A large assortment of Oval, Gilt, Walnut, Ebony and
Hannon in in
Monroe, collided when off the mouth of the
ROSEWOOD MOULDINGS,
Rappahannock river, with steamer F.lin City,
135J middle stkeet.
laden with about SiM) regulars. No lives were
Constantly on hand.
hut
the
were
so
B.—J.
boats
much
D. C. lia* received more tir.t premium,
lost,
damaged that
I ~Xy
AN •
for best instruuieuts than any other maker iu
they must eease running for the time living,
R. J. D. LARRABEE & 00.,
the State.
I
for repairs. The Kim City is injured in the
No. 611 Exchange Street.
Repairing and Tuning promptly and personbow aud the Belvldere in the wheel.
June 28, 1862.
y attended to.
tf
wly*

!

can

dly

Trinidad Micai and MoIiumcs.

very choice collection of Fine Engravings and
which we shall be happy to show to any
who may call.

A

You

All made

S T R E E T.

Portland, Aug. 6. 1802.

RECEIVED,

TWELVE

CnM*s

AEi'OXP.

ORDER.
Beef Steak,.25
Ilam and Egg*.25

At the short notice of

Hoy*, Boy*, Boy*.

FRAMES.

attention

CONSTANTLY ON

2 two story Houses. 014OOearh; 1 fine Pottage. £13)0; 50 House Lots, from 0900 to
09000; Houses from 01000 to #5000; 2 House Lots,
within 5 minute’s walk of the Post tdfice. 0350.

are

STHEEl',

Portland, Ang. 0, 1802.

removed his Office from 29 Exchange Street, to
74 MIDDLE STREET, (rr staiiui.)
FOR SALE, at l«rgain* suited to war
times. Houses, House Lots, and Wharf Pro-

Souasb Pie.6
Mince lie,.6

payable

Manufacturers of

Paintings and Looking

Street.

hereby solicited till the 1st of September, fora loan of nineteen hundred dollars
the town of (Tinilieriaud, for a term of }iars, with

interest

Re-

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS, Ac.

GOULD,

PCDMXGS.

Exchange

20
al8 eo<l3w

NAVY

A. D. REEVES,

Has

FIUV.
The Orderly Sergeants of the
yttpwt|fe com.
of enrolled militia shall each
appoiut a memr ot their
company to be Clerk, who diall be sworn
before some 1 ustice of the lVaee of the C
ounty to
make a true and faithful record of the
proceedings of
the company at such Hirelings for making the draft
as are hereinafter provided. Mask* for which
appointment. and certificate of oath aforesaid will be seasonably furnished from this office.
II. The time of meeting of companies of militia
for the purpose of making such draft, shall be Wednesday the third day of September next at uine
o’clock in the forenoon, and notice of the time and
of meeting (the latter to be designated
by the
Orderly Sergeant) shall be given in manner and form
as for the election of officers, but there shall be at
least twenty-four hoars’ notice given. At such meetthe Orderly .Sergeant will
ing of said
cause a draft to be made therefrom in mauner folI.

by

MOSES

W. D. KOHINSON,

a

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,

tail Dealers in

For Oil

,

is4md&w

ARMY

GILT

r u m s

To CnpllalUls

115].

Heal Estate Oflicc Removed.

SALE.

3>

Onions.

BBLS. Silver-skin ONIONS.
160 do. APPLES. (Sweet and Sour Boughs).
I
Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH.
19 A 21 Silver Street.
aug4d4w

Wholesale, at Boston Trices, by

on

June 23.

V,

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above arat this establishment, comlor a traveling outfit.
d6m
1*2.
J. R. DL’KAX.
:>».
July

plain envelope, to any address,
rctccipt of six cents, or two postage
H.J.C. ULINE, 127 Bowkky, Nkw
stamps, by Dr
York, Post Oppiok, Box, 4680.

Stock Market.

M A X I I' ACTOR

33 oy s’

dir

HEAD gi’ARTERS,
ANTtiiT Unnu'a Omn,
Augusta, August 1C, 1*3. J
GENERAL ORDER No. 32.
A irqntsftlon haring been made
upon the Gorernor an.f ( ommander-lu-t i,Ud.
hjr the 1-resident of
the
fc*1 nine thousand six hnmired
•nd nine (9fiU0) able-bodied
men, to be drafted from
the enroMed niimia of the
Stale, for the service of
the 1 lilted States, to serve for nine
months unleM
•oouer discharged—it is
hereby ordered as followa:

jiersonal

4

Thouftandft of SullVrrra«*9

Tailor,

Portland, August A, 1W2.

AMOS SMITH,

Carpet-Bags,

TOR

by

EXCHANGE STREET,

14

j\. tides m«v be found
prising everv description

4 LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMENT
JA. AND lCADICAL < UKEol >porinaturrh«ea or
Seminal Weakness Involuntary F.uiissious, Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to 'Marriage generally.
Nervousness, Consumption, Epilepsv ami Fits; Mental ami UhvsicaJ Incapacity, n’sultiug from SelfAbuse. kc.—By KoBT J. CULVER WELL, M. D.,
Author of the GltKKX Book. &c.,

Ladies’ Riding Habits, &c.,

Trunks!

No. 165 MIDDLE STKEET.

PRICK BIX C'KXTS.

by
BAILEY. 42 Exchange Street.

41 Coats Pants, Vests Jackets

VALISES, POETMANTEAUS,

I»I K AX’S

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!
Just published, iu a scaled Envelope.

active and firmer—mess 811 87] a 12 00;
a 10 12]; Western firmer—mesa 811 87

Picture Frames,

Fruit Cans

brated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the !m-»t cloths,
aud good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

MRS. A.

U. J. D. LAKKABEE A CO*
Manufacturers, Importers, and Wholesale and

Shirts.

G. L.

perty.

CASKETS,

Now in Use,

and

a

AND

con-

And will make to order anvthing of this kind that
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
the very bk«t. By giving my strict ami undivided
attention to the manufacturing. lining and trimming
of the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES I*. SLEEPER.
Aug. U, 1802.

yon
ej><p
perfect fitting shirt, please
IFleave
your measure for Mrs. A. Mol- FolT's cele-

New York, August 22.

a

Street

GENTLEMEN,

New York Market.

Beet nrm.
l'ork more

COFFINS

dtf

Shirt*,

declining.

prime do 8 10

Exchange

53

UNDERTAKER,
Portland,

No, 111 Exchange Street,

i Residcnco rear of 411 < 'in cri'/t* Street, ke.-,,.,
stantly on hand all tlio varinun kind, of

HALL U DAVIS

easier for curates.
The Manchester markes has an upward tendency,
witli -mall -ales.
LI VERP4X»L BREAPSTUFF8MARKET.—Floor
quiet and steady. Wheat quiet ami steady. Corn
ha* au upward tendency ; mixed Corn 29s 6d".
LIVERPOOL PROVISION* MARKET.
Beef
Baron buoyant. Lard
heavy. Pork still
firmer. Tallow still advancing. Puts and Pearl Ashes
quiet. Sugar quiet, t offee firm. Rice inactive.
Rosin firm at 22r fid for common. .Spirit* Turpentine
firm.
LONDON* MONEY MARKET.—Consol* closed at
90J a 90 j lor money.

FURNISHING

and 00DEY,

Septemlier.
MARIUS, by Victor Hugo.
For

times its

cost to any family using
it
WILL
ri'|*ir Furniture, tibiae, 'rockery ami
Stone Ware. W hob-sale and retail

Boole**!

Commercial.
[Per steamship Teutonia, at St Jons KF.)
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET.—The sales of
cotton were two days were tstiSl bales, of which Mono
w ere to s|>eciilators and exporters.
Market quiet and
steady, hut linn st unchanged prices for American

Adjutant General.

Orduauce Office,

SAWYER & W IIITYEY.

IWUFACTIRERS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,
Nos. 51 and 5ft Middle

quality,

The public arc requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

Memphis, Aug. IS.
The ferry boat plying between Memphis and
Mound City, Ark., was burned by guerillas on

best

Hard and Soft Wood.

PORTLAND. Mb.

WOODMAN, TRIE

of

are

Also, for sale, best quality of Nora Scotia and other

General Agents.

A OO Middle Street,
Julldtf

COAL

FOR Ml I I I IS' USE.

ELIPTIC.

Machine

Every

d3t

Saiupfes

No. 175 middle SI., Fort I and.

Gen. Corcoran at New York.
New York, Aug. 22.
The reception this afternoon of Gen. Corcoran. was the most magniticcot ovation ever recorded in this city. The formal reception by
tile city authorities took place in Castle Garden. Mayor Opdyke making the speech of welcome, to wide!) Gen. Corcoran replied in titling terms The popular greeting was marked
with au enthusiasm seldom witnessed anywhere. The crowd around Gen. Corcoran’s
carriage was such that it was with difficulty
dragged up Broadway. Along the entire route
the jam of the populace was immense. The
military display was excellent,considering that
the greater part of our militia force is at the
seat of war. The Charitable Societies turned
out in large numbers, and the firemen
really
looked magnificent, numbering, perhaps, 5000
men.
As the procession passed the New England Rooms, a salute was tired from a 4 pounder on the roof.
The ovation continued until
the procession reached the general’s
quarters,
at the St. Nicholas, and the scene
to-night will
is- a titling sequel to the
stirring events of the
day. Gen. Corcoran may w ell be proud of his
re-advent into his adopted city.
From Tennessee.

By Order of the Cominander-in-Ohlef.
JOHN L. IIOD8DON,

PROPOSALS

CLASS

E HI P I It E

\

j

delivery,^

BOTLARD,

The Teutonia passed the steamer Bremen on
the morning of the 14th off
Sicilly Island.

18*3.

GENERAL ORDER No. 31.
The quota* of Town* under the call of
July 2d nit.,
for three year* Volunteers, which shall not have been
tilled by recruit* who have been mustered into the
service of the I'nited .States in some regiment or
comnany of State Volunteers, on or before Saturday
the 23d day of August instant, will be completed by
draft.
All Volunteers under this call, who have not reported themselves and been accepted and mustered
previous to this date, at the rendezvous at Portland,
Augusta, Rath or Itangor, must rejwirt themseJve* in
person at Augusta, on or before the dav aforesaid, to
relieve any Town from the
necessity of a draft to supply any defficiency in it* quota. The municipal officers ot each Town are requested to ascertain whether
their quotas have been raised and
accepted. When
it shall be found that they have not beeu,
thejr attention is called to this order, that prompt measures
may
be taken to save the Town from the operation of a
draft.

-—---

bell-playing

FIKST

Oppick,

Augusta, Aug. 14,

WOODMAN. TRUE k CO.'i.

They will also introduce the wouderfttl WOOD
AND STRAW PIANO, the most astonishing musical instrument of the age.
The ALLEL11ANIANS beg leave to stat.i to their
numerous friends and patrons of former y.iars. that
about fonr years ago they added the SWISS BELLS
to their already superior concerts; and the press, as
well as all competent mu«ical critics, have pronounced
their
superior to anything of the kind
ever heard in'this couutry, not excepting that of the
original Swiss Bell Ringers, who appeared in the United States about 15 wears since.
Admission 25 cents; children 15 cents. Commences
at 8 o'clock.
During their sojourn in foreign lands, the concerts
of the Allcghanians were honored by the attendance
of hundred* of thousand* of delighted listeners—
kings, queens, nobles, and the most distinguislted men
of the age patronized their entertainments, and lavished upon them the most flattering demonstrations
♦
of approval.
J. M.
Manager.
a22dlw
D. O. WALDRON, Agent

on

QUARTERS,

Adjutant (.knkkal's

augl9

at

BELLS.

now in England
seeking conbehalf of the federal government for
a supply of arms, Ac.
The contracts are prepared with a clause that they arc to be void in
case of a war with England.
The Times City article says if the weather
had been unfavorable the present tendency of
the market would have produced a
temporary

was

peninsula.

*dlw

City

Lancaster Hall.

ing.
Agents are

ORNAMENTAL

burned last night, hut it needs confirmation. There
was a large lire in that direction, from dark
till a late hour last nighL
There has been no skirmishing by any of
the pickets siuee tire army came down the

"M. E.," at this office.

assistant in a first class apothecavacancy as
ry store. Address “Apothecary," as above, with
real name ami reference.
dtf
Aug. 1, 18»!2.

prepared.

Cotton

STATE OF flAISIE.

to

address, stating

a

State.

Municipal Court—August 22.
Gilbert Giggcr was brought before Ills Honor Judge
Lane, charged with having robbed,
from the drawer of Thomas
Knight, the sum
of live dollars. This lad was
brought before
the court for a similar offence, a few weeks
ago*aud was treated most leniently, on condition that he would become a better
boy. Judge
Latte, finding him guilty, sentenced him to the

can

OFFICIAL.

II A I \ I'.

IV of ice.

to

The steamer (Swallow, in Government service, was burned by rebels twenty miles below
Memphis a few days since.
There is unusual activity here in
completing
repairs on boats. A large number of extra
doms with their musical entertainments. The ! bands are
employed.
Memphis papers of the Mtth say that Bragg
company consists of Miss Carrie Hiflert, Miss ;
is
undoubtedly at Cliatanooga.
Maria Boulard, Mr. G. Galloway, Mr. J. M.
At the last accounts, a ;xirtion of cavalry at
Mr.
and
D.
G.
Boulard,
F.-Stoepel,
Waldron, Holly bpring were committing depredations
Esq., as Business agent, and from the favora- on Union men.
Jackson’s cavalry, which last week was reble notices we have seen from the press, we
ported near Cold Water, Miss., lias fallen back
are fully satisfied that they are well received
to Tupello.
wherever they appear. They will stop with
Cairo, Aug. 22.
us (at Iamcaster Hall) hut two nights
An intercepted letter, dated Aug. 5, from
only,
Gen.
Hindman
to
the
rebel
Department, states
prior to leaving for their engagements in Hal- that he
has lx,000 well armed infantry. 0000
ifax ; and those of our citizens who desire a
cavalry, and 04 pieces of artillery at Little
real good musical treat should not lose this
| Rock. He proposes awaiting an attack Irom
opportunity. From the different papers we j Gen. Curtis instead of attacking him at Helena.
He intends to annihilate Curtis, then push
copy the following extracts:
for tile Missouri river, lie lias re“The Allcpliauinns iravp » most onturtuininrr
ceived supplies of arms and ammunition from
musical performance at Hope Chapel last eveneast of the Mississippi river. Helena is to he
ing, to a numerous audience. The songs were : fortified os the
base of operations. Siege puns
selected witli discriminating taste, and sung
have already arrived. The health of the
army
with that artistic harmony for which this
at Helena is goad.
troupe is renowned. The Bell performances
were astonishingly well
given.—[Independent.
Pursuit of Guerillas.
(From Kev. J. Griffith Ltuun. Hector of St. Paul's
Springfield, Mo., Aug. 22.
Church, 8an Fernando. Trinidad.}
Col. Wright, of the federal forces, passed
Tile pieces selected were chaste, ns are all
Curtilage yesterday in hot pursuit of the guerthe pieces performed by these artists, and the
illas under Coti'ee, Hayes and Quantrell. On
sentiments of a pure and elevating character.
Wednesday he attacked the ret>cl rear guard
The Alleghaniaus pre-eminentlv command the
capturing til and killing 12. tjuite a number
respect and patronage of the publie.
of guns, horses and other
property, had fallen
(Extract* from a letter written by Hon. J. ltandolph
into his hands. The Kansas troops, under
Clay, U. 8. Minister to Peru.}
Gen. lilunt, were only a few miles behind,
“The Alleghaniaus are excellent artists, aud
pushing on rapidly. A number of horses and
have drawn much larger audiences in Lima
a quantity of
camp equipage were toiind at the
titan the Italian opera company.
are
all
They
Osage, where the rebels crossed. All the low
people of high respectability. They sing in characters in Western Missouri are
joining
the English, French, Italian, German and
w hich will drain that section of the
Spanish languages; and their perlormaitee on Coffee,
element. The pursuit will not he
dangerous
the hells is charming.”
relaxed until the rebels are driven from the

pay,

will be received at the Press OfAPPLICATIONS
fice, for thirty days, from competent persons to
fill
ait

The French harvest accounts are very favorable.
Rentes on the Paris Bourse were quoted at
68 a 70c.
The Prince of Wales’ marriage will take
place next year.
The distress in the cotton market is increas-

Reception

to

or

of Portland, for which from 7 to 8
per
cent in Interest will be paid.
Address Post Office, Box 318.
augindAw4w

—

tracts

able-bodied »Sub.,

STATU

WANTED—$1000 TO SIO OQO

this afternoon.

Horrible Massacre by Indians.

an

willing

Portland, August 1!), 1802.

St.

Portland Daily Press.

91-2 A. M.

registered in the proper ward.
Affray.—Quite a scrimmage hap|>ened at
Cobh's Court, on Thursday evening last, be-

ANAengage
amount

TO THE

from Vermont, will lecture in Sons of Temperance Hall, to-morrow at 3 and 7 1-2 1\ M

for himself whether his name is

OFFICIAL.

Wanted.
Substitute.
ONE being liable to a draft, and wishing

ARRIVAL OF STEAMSHIP TEUTONIA
OFF CATE RACE.

noticed at the I.adies Committee

see

WANTS.

Europe.

—

Rooms, yesterday morning, five large cases of
goods, directed to Surgeon Bates,Ship Island,
care of Col.
Tompkins.
Prompt.—Major C'lms.Shaw will open a recruiting office in Fox Block (Capt. Savage's
old quarters), this morning, for the purpose of
raising a company for the nine months' men.
£if“Mrs. A. P. Thompson, a trance speaker

should

THREE DAYS

Later from

i

Sail.

‘-1*1* U 1 SAFES Liverpool .Salt afloat and in
• FC FT FT F store for *ale by
DANA k CO.
a!3d2w

volunteers, under the call of the President of

Julv 2d. to fill up the old regiments, will be received
aud paid the State and I’nited States bouutie* and
advance pav. and towu bouutie#as provided by vote*
of towns, until the first day of September next, and

not afterwards; and in those place* which shall uot
have furnished their quotas at that time under nich
call, a special draft will be ordered immediately thereafter for the deficiency.
FIFTH.

The cities of Bangor. Augusta and Portland, are
as the places of rt udeavous for the drafted
mm aud nine months' volunteer*.
By order of Israel Washburu, Jr., Governor and
Coniuiaml«T-in-t hit f.
JoIlN L. llODSDON, Adjutant General.
lwd&w
August 18.

appointed

Shetland Pony.
1>1R SALE, by the subscrilter, a handsome bay
I
pony, seven years old. weighs about 400 pounds,
kind in all harm s*, aud reliable for children to ride
or

drive.
K

July 24tb,

18ti2.

W.

LORD. Kennebuuk Depot.
dim

MISCELLANY.
Religion

among

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

the Negros.

of a judicious system of free labor at the South is insured by the large development on the part of the religions sentiment.
As persons deprived of one sense acquire
greater susceptibility in those that remain, so
ft would seem that these people degraded in
body, stunted in intellect, scarred and twisted out of shape in their muscular and mental
forms of existence, have acquired
strength in their spiritual life. Religion is universal among them. To be sure, in most cases
it is a mere sentiment or habit, and not sufficient to preserve them against temptation; but
in many cases it is a living and active operative principle. Their convictions are strong
and their experiences vivid. They speak of
“seeing God’’ and “hearing God’1 with a simplicity of faith which sounds fanatical, but
which to the philosophical mind is quite consistent with reason. Their spiritual perceptions are like sight or sound; and thus it is
that they are supported in their trials. God is
a present refuge to them in every time of trouble. “Francis,” said I to an old gray-haired
man who was conning over his spelling-book,
“why do you take the trouble to learn to read ?
You say it is hard work and very discouraging ; why do you try ?” “Because, massa, I
want to be satisfied; I want to read de Word
of God.” “But can't you know the Word of
God without reading it in a book ?” “Yes,
massa, I do know it. I know it here!" striking himself on the breast; “but I want to read
it for myself.” 1 had a-kod the same question
of an elderly woman, on the Sunday previous,
at Sunday-school. She was one of those spiritual-faced ones whom you will sometimes
find amongst the most illiterate. Her countenance told a story of suffering and of triumph.
‘Tamar,” said I, “why, at your age, do you
take so much trouble to learn to read ?” “Because I want to read de Word of de Lord.”
“But can’t you know the Word of the Lord
without reading it?” “Yes, massa, I can hear
it, but I want to read it” “Hew can you hear
it?” “I hear de voice Merc,” laying her hand
beam it, massa.”
on her breast; “I have
“When, Tamar.did you ever hear it?'’ Turning upon me her full and deep eyes, she said:
“One morning, sa; one morning I went out to
de woods before daylight to pray. My heart
was full of sorrow; and when I was praying,
de Lord spoke to me 1” “And what did he
say, Tamar?” “He said, ‘Tamar! all you’re
sins is forgiven; you’re my chile.’
“Well,
said 1 waiting for her to go on. “Den I was
filled with lub and joy; my heart was full of
lub for every body.”

The

success

additional

Expressly corrected

Butter*

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store....
Beans, Marrow p bush.
Beaus, Pea.
Beans, Blue Pod.
Candle*.
Candles, Mould p lb.
Candles, Sperm.
Cheese.
Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.

Coal—(Retail.)

Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Wliiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Franklin.
Coffee.
Coffee, Java p lb.
Coffee, St. Domingo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.

Cement—per bbl.

Sal Soda.

amphor..

Cream Tartar.

J/ogwood

Rhubarb.

Alcohol.
Fluid.

Campheue.
Saltpetre.
Vitriol.

15$.®
12$®

1 20 (® 1 30
08

4 i®

5$<g<

3 :g>
1 60 (g; 1
85

10$ ®

2$'3)

13

Gilt Frames.
any

workmanship—made

to order bv
MORRISON & CO., 30,

Market Square.

Photographic Frames.
CQCARE or oval—every kind called for. These
kr belli* manufactured by ourselves,
except those
necessarily import.-d, we can conqK'tc with anv market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 2R. Market Square,
MORRISON k CO'S.

out, Rosewood. Black Walnut and
Oak Mouldings.
lowest cash

ATtrade.
order
by

A

price*,

quantities to unit the
fiuiabed to
MORRISON CO.,
Market Square.
iiiad«* and

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Cold
Leaf, and at low rates at
26 Market Square.

Photographic

Goods A Chemicals.
in this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MORRISON & CO.,
june24dtfw8t
26, Market Square.

OUR

stock

mPiano-Fortes
—

AMD

—■

M olodoons
TO
BY A.

LET!

w

Gentlemen

on

or Small Families,
reasouablo terms, at

can

1}

12

Wood.
rtT(<5

02 ft

No. 10.
No. 3.

06

30
68
47

00
00
00

Feathers*
Feathers, Live Geca© ft lb.
Feathers, Russia.

Haddock, new.
Hake, new.
Herring, Pickled, $> bbl.

ft
ft
ft
none
none
none
none

No.JlO.

small.
Pollock.

2}

03ft

Duck, U. S. 10 oz.
12 oz.

Cod large ft quin.

00

2Jft

Ked Sanders.

Fish.
Fish,
Fish.
Fish,
Fish.
Fish.

4;

033j

l>urk.
Duck. Ravens.
Duck, Portland, No. 3.

60

55
45

(ft

25ft
3
2
2
1
1

60 ft 4
37 ft 2
25 ft 2
25 ft 1
12 ft 1

00

75
50
50
374

Shore.
260ft300
labrador.
none
22 ft
Scaled \t box.
25
16 ft
18
No. 1.
Mackerel ft bbl.
Bay No. l..».7 50 ft 8 00
« 50 ft, 7 00
Bav No. 2.
4 60 a 5 00
Bay No. 8.
8 oo ft 0 00
Shore No. 1.
6 50 ft 7 00
2.
3 75 ft 4 00
“(medium).
••

“(small).

Almonds—Jordan p tb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.
< urrauts.
Citron.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,

13 ft
26 ft
«»» ft
32 ft

2 25

ft

common.

Eleme.

lemons, case.
Oranges.
RaisinsBlue, cask.
Black.
Bunch, box.

Layer.

Dates.
Prunes.

Flour—Portland ius{>cction.
Flour, Superfine.
Flour, Fancy.
Flour, Extra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Extra" Superior.
Western extras.

fancy.

superior.

Ohio extra.

family.
Canada super No. 1.
fancy.
extra.
superior extra...

Hye Flour.

Buckwheat Flour p lb.
Corn Meal.

Oats.
South Yellow Corn.

Corn, Mixed.

Barley.

Shorts P ton.
Fine Feed.

G rind Mourn.
Grindstones, Rough, ft ton.
Griudfltouea, Dressed.
Gunpowder.

Blasting.*..
Sporting.

Rifle and

Hay.

8Jg)

4 75 (ft
4 87 ft
6 12j a.
5 87 ft
6 37 ft
6 12 ft

10J

6
5
5
6

00'
124
87
12
7 50
5 02 J

none

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

37 ft
12 ft
12 ft
62 ft

6
6
6
6
6
6
7
4

12 ft
37 ft
87
25 «
02 u
8 60 ft) 3

net ton, Screwed.
Loose.

do.
IIidea and Skiaa.
Slaughter Hides.
New

Sheep Pelts, Green.

Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hops.
First

I

87
63
37
87
37
87
37
50
2

75J

94 @
95
53 ft
55
67 ft
69
65 ft
68
60 5)
62
17 00 a 19 00
22 00 ft24 00
17 00 (520 00
30 00 ft35 00
4 10
5 50
12 80
13 00
11 00
6
09
1 00
1 16
90
76
40

Sort, 1861.

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

Bl'MMER ARRANGEMENT.

Warehouse forCOFlargo assortment conmanufactured at short notice

subscriber

has opened
11HE
FINS and CASKETS. A
baud and

stantly

on

city,*
From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Less

Than they have

ever

@14

00

00
50 (a 13 00
00 @14 50
50 @16 00
00 @14 50
00 @13 50
60 @15 00
00 all 50
8
7$@
8 @
ft

11

5
12

7)

@

12*

to

1 25 to 1 87
6
15
8
17
11
6

2|to

12 to
7 @
12 @
9 to

4*@
7 60 @ 8 60

7J

6J@

45

@

42

2
2
2
1

12]

76
374
374
25
20

this place.

FEDERAL STREET,

doors east of U. 8. Hotel, and examine.

Portland.

Aug. 1.

d6w

TAXES

FOR

ISC-2.

ISTotice.

Oollector’s

Assessors of the City of Portland having
committed to me, with a warrant for collecting
the same, the Tax List for the present year, notice is
hereby given that on all taxes paid within

THE

Thirty Days

from this Onto,

Being the date of assessment,
FIVE PER CENT. DISCOUNT,
-OB WITHIN-

Sixty Days

Three per cent. Discount

Will he allowed.

On all Taxes
Four Months after the date of the

Portland, July 29,1862.

dtf

2j@

00 @ 9 50

9

Soap, Loathe & Gore's, Trowbridgo
k Smith’s Extra No. 1 p lb
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap, Eaglo No. 1.
Soap, Star..
Soap, CastiJe,.,.
Soap, Crane’s.
...

8jto
6j«;

84
7
6?

64to

6J

61

g

6 to
12 «v

Cassia

p lb..
Cloves.
Ginger, (Race).
Ginger, (Africa).
Mace.

8J

40 to
24 to
24 to
80
75 to
18 to

42
244
25
25
90
80
20

IK

in

24

a

g

Nutmegs.
*«I>por.
Pimento.

$20.

Company a largo
Missouri,
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell
County, for farming and manufacturing purposes,
and have divided their property into lots and burns.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of €>20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on
EDWARD SIIAW, Agent,
102 Middle Stbelt, Pobtlaitd.
June 23.
dtf

16

8J@

Spice*.

@

2 00

Western Clover.
Red Top.
Lineeed.

2

7»r$

Sngn r.
Sugar, Portland A..
A A.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Yellow.
Sugar, Extra Yellow.
Sugar, Muscovado.
"
in bond.
Sugar,
Sugar, Havana Brown.
White.
Sugar,
Sugar, Coffee Crushed.
Sugar, (rushed.
Sugar, Crauulatcd.
Sugar, Powdered.
Tnllove.
American refined.
Rough.
Tfan.

\<r

ft

9 (eg
61

91

9lr$

10}

12? g)
12j a

13
13

6^

9
6

60
48 aj
60
42 ,w
45
GO
70
62 a}
65
45 >1
60
75 M 1 00
00
1 50

^

0

Tin.
Banca, cash.
Straits, cash.

38

00

Plates—
Char. I. C.
I. X.
Coke.

34}/$

35}

11 00
12 75

9 26

Sail.

(a
a

$

11 60
13 25
9 60

60 @

44

65

40 a}
46
26 @
14 3$

Baleing.
Hemp

00
60
00

(§

India.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.
Coach Varnish.

2 25
8 00
2 50

Wood.
Hard, retail.
SoB,
Wanl.

14J

@ 2 75

^

4 00
3 00

6 00 (S> 6 25
4 00 is 6 00

Fleece.

42

Lambs.
Zinc.
Pigs and slabs.

(vb,

60
00

47}c$

64

6f3J
9 4$

Sheet Mostdinann.

90

Sheathing.
Evchnnsf.
On l,oudnii—60 davs.

9}

00

!a>

261 274

1
4

Paris...f

47} <$

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House, Portland, June 16.18*12.
introduced
the “Anderson .Spring lied BotHaving
tom” into my house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
au
and
bed.
I am using smera! kinds
healthy
easy
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
than
the b**st.
if
not
better
fully equal
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
We have introduced several of the justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any and all othere we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests. •
W. D. McLACOHLIX & SON,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

4 60

HIGHLAND BOARDING-SCHOOL
FOR BOYS,

I

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

THE

to

T. TRUE, M. A..

TITE

pleas'd

with it.

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I

SECOND YEAR of this Schotl will commence on Tuesday, Sept. 2d. 1862.
The advantage's for Instruction in this school are
excellent. The number of scholars will lie limited,
and every possible attention be given for their improvement.
For references and farther information, send for a
and
die w4w6

am using the
am very much

JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.

IN nETIIEL, MAINE.

Proprietor

ptacc

adapted

ft
ft
ft

Principal.

BEST

COFFINSi

ft

CASKETS,

ft

70

15 ft

16

In tlio Neatest

Style,

ARK AT-

BLAKE’S,

II.

No. 30 UNION STREET.
And will be sold cheaper than at any other place in
the city.

Common.

3ft

084

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

Swede.

6i a)

06?

«)

06]

-C. II. II. also manufacture*-

18 ,«j
12 $@
15 «
8 @

Cant Steel.
German Steel.
English Blis. Steel.

Spring.

Sheet Iron, English.
Sheet Iron, Russia.
Sheet Iron, Russia irn’t.
Lard.
Barrel, p tb.
Kegs, $» tb.
leather.
New York,
**

Foreign

5$

18

@

12$

@
9$@

light.
md. wta.

heavy.

22$ @

100 tb.
“.

9

11$J

19
22

Pig, p

15$

6]@

16

slaughter.
Skins.

Lend.
American

19
12?

25
68
16

10
21

@

24
26
75

a)
@
@

17

7 75 @ 8 00

7 75
9 00

u

8 00
9 25

Pipe*.
@
Lumber—From the yard.
Clear Pine-No. 1.§88 00 @00
No. 2
34 00 @00
No. 3. 24 00 @00
No. 4.%. 14 00 @00
Shipping Lumber,. 12 00 @14
Sheet and

Spruce.

llemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash).
Clapboards, S extra.
P

Shingles, Cedar,
extra

extra.
No. 1.

pine.

Laths, Spruce-.
nn*.

Red Oak Staves.
Mol. lihd Shooks & Heads, citv...

Sag.

do
country
Riff Mol. Hhd. ShooksI»ry Riff,.
Hoot*.
liacKinetack Timber, p tun.
Lime*
Lime, Rockland, cask.
Mala Mara*
Molasses, Cienfugo*.
Molasses, Culm claved.

Country

Molasses,

••

•'*

tart.

Caak

70

38 @
31 a>
28 @
83

00
00
<*>
00

23 bb!*25
3

Naval Store*.
Tar (in kegs) p gal.
Pitch (Coal Tar).

87$@ 3
00

50

@

80
3 25
15 00 **20 (M)
2 45 @ 2 50
0 oo

Oil.
Portland Kerosene

Illuminat’g Oil
Machine.
Clarine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.
Summer.

Grand Bank and Bay Chaleur_
Shore.
Linseed.

Boiled,..

9

@

37$@

I^ROM

Notice.
Portland,
July 28tli, 18*52. J
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC (.ROUNDS will
meet, until further notice, every Saturday at 3
o’clock, 1\ M., in Evergreen (c met ary.
Parties interested in any matter before the Committee, w ill have an opportunity of being hoard.
A. K. SHURTLEFF, Chairman.
jy31—4w
City

FEWllORE

75

1 60 (5) 1 65
68 @>
70
63 **
65
20 00 *»21 50
20 00 @20 .50
94 <h
98
98 @ 1 00

JIES

WANTED!
To form

Company

a

to

join

a

Maine

Regiment,

NOW IN THE FIEL D.
ready

To he

and mustered

Service,

Into the United States

within ten

day*!

-An offer is made of-

lO XDollars to

a

Man!

In addition to the

Bounty paid by the
State and
-Making

$160

a

IN
With

$75

total

•

Failed States,

City,

cheerfully

recommend it
Augusta, Aug. 6, 1862.

can

excellent article.
LOT 31. MoKRILL.

as an

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
•‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, aud do most cheerfullv recommend them to the public.
Du. N. R. BOUTELL.
tfaterville, May, 1861.
3!r. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” anil
I take pleasure iu recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 aw acquainted.
A H. ABBOTT.
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

Bounty

of

OFFICE 168 FORE STREET,
(iRANVILLE M. CHASE, I
WM. M. CUSHMAN,
J

Recruiting
Officers.

tf

Personal Notice.
J. <i. I'KIOMTZ, of ITuesiau Hark
J “Depesche,” ntiuests the wife, children or relations of the deceasco C. Siinou Stanorth (Stciuorth),
of Barth, (Prussia), to apply to him, in a matter of
inheritance, under the care of Messrs. Win. Salem &
w3w7
Co., New York.

(1A1TAJN

And

The Bod Bottom I bought of you
merits my
up to your high recommenexpectations, and is
dations. 1 w ould cheerfully recommend it to ail who
desire to improve their slecpingapartinents.
AI STAPLES,
A. X. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1862.

fully

Old Frames Re-Gilt,
kenkwkd by
MORRISON & CO.

fully

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are iu need
of such an article; and 1 believe it to be superior to
auvthiug of the kind now iu use.
Btv. E. HAWES.
Waterville, April 12,18*21.
Testimonials similar to the above have been received lVom the proprietors of the following public
houses—

Penobsot Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House. Bangui.
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, I^ wiston.
Winthron House, Winthrop.
Elmwood House*, Waterville.

Niagara

and

to
a

rooms,

Temple Street, which they will lind arranged Tor
their
accommodation.
Dr. If.’* Eclectic Renovating Medicine* are unrivalled iu efficacy ami superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action i* specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LA DIRS will find it invaluable in all caw** of obstruction* after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It i* purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,
DR. HU<. HES.
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Portland.

provided with

by securing tickets

at this

jnll—3m

Eclectic .Hedical

and

Steamship

fast

will uutil further notice

run

follows:

Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNE8DA Y, at 4 P. M., ami leave l*ior 9 North" River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock. P. M.
This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodation? for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route lor travellers between New York
and Maine. Parage 85,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamer before 3 P. M., on the day that she leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY & FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL & CO.,
West Street,
New York.
Jnne23. 1862.
dtf

Dr. MATTMOX'S INDIAN KMMUN AGOGUE.

LIVERPOOL PACKETS,
Sailing from Liverpool for Boston twice a month.
Steerage Passage, #20. Also, Agent for New York
and Liverpool Steamships, sailing front New York
• \rr\ Satuidav. and
from Liverpool OMTJT WoAhMday,' and railing at Queenstown, Ireland. Cabin
Pas-age, #75. M < 'lass, #80.
for XI

Sterling

and npor Ire-

for sale.

Tickets, Drafts,

WARREN, 99 State Street, Boston, Mass.

SUMMER

CURE

FRANKLIN FAMILY SCHOOL

For Boys,
TOPSHAM, MAINE.
milK FALL TERM of this highly successful school
A will begin Sept. 10th, 18(2, and continue twentyweeks.
For •‘Circulars,” &c., please address the Principal.
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

one

Principal.

Howes’

DIAKRiiiEA OR

DYSENTERY

In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels in au

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.

It i* put np in bottle* of three different strengths with ttoll direction*

using, aud sent by express, closely sealed, to all
parts .if the country.
Prices.—Full strength, £10; Half Strength, f$;
Quarter Strength, $3 per bottle.
£jr*Remember! Ibis medicine is designed expressly for Obstinate Case*, w hich all other remedies i>f the kind have foiled to cure; also that it i*
warranted as represented in every respect, or the

ENTRANCB

the most liberal

82) EXCHANGE STREET,

Orders left at the counting«room of the Daily Press
Press, head of first flight of stairs,
will be promptly attended to.

and Maine State

tT" The office is supplied with

PAST PRESSES AED STEAM POWER,
And its

capacity and fkcilitles for doing work In good

style are equal

to any in the

City

or

State.

M. A. FOSTER * CO.
dtf

THE PORTLAHD DAILY PRESS

STEAM

will lie refunded.
SJP'BEWARE OF IMITATIONS! Netiegenuine
and warranted unless purchased directly if Dr. 31.
at hi. ItEMKDIAI. INSTITUTE H>R SPECIAL,
DISEASES, No. 2^ Union Street. Providence, R. I.
tJT This speciality embrace* all diseases of a prirate nature both of MEN aud WOMEN, by a
regularlv educated physician of twenty years’ practice,
giving his whole attention to them.
IJT

uiimiiumivii* in

POWER

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. 821 EXCHANGE

Fox Block,

STREET,

Second

Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietor* of the PonrLAirn Daily Pane
respectfully Invite Attention to their ihcilttiee for executing, in beautiful atyie, every description of

BOOK AND

JOB PRINTING!

Their

irnrrui inucrw in- »rv

Establishment is tarnished with all the ap-

proved modern machinery, and their

Book and
I»

adequate

to do any

assortment of

Fancy Types,
work demanded in tide State.

Business Cards of Every Variety,
Style and Coat.
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

BILL-HEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

price

NEATEST

MANNER.

*

Billets & Circular! in Every Variety of Type.

sinciiy

coulidential. and medicines will be sent bv Express,
from observation, to all parts of the l nited
States. Also, accommodations for LADIES from
abroad wishing for a secure and quiet Retreat, with
go<»d care until restored to health.
CAUTION.—It has been estimate that over two
hundred thousand dollars an* paid to swindling
quacks annually, in New England alone, without any
secure

benefit to those who psv it. Most of this sum comes
out of a class ofjiersoiis w ho are the least able to lose
it, but once paid they can never yet it back, and they
are compelled to suffer the wrong in silence, not daring to expose the cheat for tear of er/tosin// them•
without
j»e£v<. All this comes from
to men who are alike destitute ot honor, character,
and skill, and whoso only recommendation is their
own fklse and extravagant assert urns, iu
praise of
themse/res.
If. therefore, you would avoid being
humbugged, take no man's word, no matter 1rhat his
professions are, but MAKE INQUIRYit will co*t
you nothing, ami may save you many regrets; for as
advertising physicians, in nine rases out of teu are
boyns, there is no safety in trusting any of them, unless you know 1rho and V/btf they are.
r ^T“Dr. M. will send kkke. by euclosing one
stamp
as above, a Pamphlet on DISEASES <»!■
WOMEN,
and on /‘rirate /Hsrasea generally; giving moat ftill
information, trifh the most undoubted references and
testimonials, without which no advertising physician
or medicine of this kind is deserving of any confi-

BANK-CHECKS, MB, CM HILLS W LAMM.

TAGS PIERCED WITH HOLES k GLCTKNED
WHEN DESIRED.

inquiry,

trusting,

Policies Printed end

Ufr~Orders by

mail

your addn*ss plainly,
box. as above.
June 28.

promptly attended to.
and direct to Dr. II. N.

ltounrl for

Companies.

Inxirance

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
And

other LAW

DKM'K WHATEVER.

DOCl'MENTS executed with

Dispatch.

Write

Matti-

d&w2m

That for Children Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrlnra or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compared w ith

Bronze, Colored, and all other kiidi of

Printing,

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
or stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of

Executed in taste to suit the most fastidious.

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Coughs, Hoarseness ami Bronchial affection-. there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.
That for a
Pains in the
remedy is

SHOP BILLS,

That as an expectorant ami ameliorating agent in
of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
uuited verdict in favor of

a

good, and
By Til KIR

never

does harm.

WORKS YE SHALL KNOW

PROGRAMMES,

ALL SORTS OF HAND BILLS.

IF

pleasant, agreeable

decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium or Dru« of any sort. It always
**

uneurpaased.

daw

Fortlaud, June 36. 1*63.

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE is

are

AMD

cases

does

Styles

Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the beat

HOWE’S COUGH TILLS.

REPEKKXCKfl:

A. Spring. Esq.,
S. C. Blanchard, Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones p. Voile, Esq., Bangor.
( apt. (’. 11. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Win. Jarvis, Esq., ( astine.
Prof. C. E. Stowe. Andover, Mass.
By Permission.
Prea’t Woods, and Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
J. W. ('bickering, 1). IV. 'Portland.
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker, Belfast.
lion. J. L. Cutler, Augusta.
jull9MW&S6w

Cough Pills,

tin* concurrent testimony of many sufferers, the
tact has been established, that for the cure of

By

injury

have
fail-

withto health in <iny

for

[

—AND—

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension business for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are euabled to
prosiTute all claims against the liorernment with
promptness and despatch, and on very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtained.
FREEMAN BRADFORD,
/.. K. HARMON.
d&wtf.
Portland, June 20th.

the least

successor to

Courage Invalids !

Exchange 8t., Portland, Maine.

ver 9000 BOTTLES
now been sold trithoul a single
ure when taken a* directed, aud

<dN6kGeo. Warren,

CLEMS'

by letter to
BRADFORD A IIARMON,

1

Edinonstonc, Allan & Co., Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
No 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

GEO.

1X)R service in the present war, obtained for Soldiers
Jl and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the United States (iovemmeut, ou application iu person or

Tills celebrated Female Medicine,
virtues unknown of anything else of the kind, and proring
effectual after all others have failed,
is designed for both married and
single LADIES, and is the very best
thing known for the purpose,' as it
will bring on the monthly aic knes*
in case* of obstruction, after all other
remedies of the kind have been tried
in vain.

poiiS4‘ssing

to

constantly

on

]

THE GREAT INDIAN REMEDY
FOB FEMAUB

back. 8186.

THAYER k WARREN

jnll—d&w3m3

l COPY BIGHT SKCl'IlED.

morning.

For Pa-sage Certificate#, Steamer
or for further information, Address,

Patron*,
Hon. W. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.

Portland.

HT“Scnd stamp for Circular.

Pansago to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, 835. First Class. 877 to P92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and

land

Will be promptly attended to
terms.

Infirmary.

cur«*d.
All corr.-spondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired. Address
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),

Mail Line.

Exchange,

Job Work,

Fancy

July 17,1W2.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* has
a
hi* attention to
disease* of a certain class. During hi* practice he
lias treat.nl thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The rein.sties are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance from 8
! in the morning until 10 at uigbt, at his office, T» Tompie street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
I seen but the Dr. himself. Hi* remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cun** without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures witfi! out the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
j remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cur.** without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank aud jtoisonou* taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetait her constitutionally or
ble, and no injuri.
locallv. can be caused by usiug them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused bv bad habits in youth,
the effect* of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing iu the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are q>ecdily ami permanently

ONE of the folio wi ng fl rst-class. powerful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
AMKRICAN, NORWEGIAN. Jl RA,
BOHEMIAN, ANGLO SAXON, NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

Bills of

Plain and

for
number of year* confined
PRIVATE

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Apply

Directly over the Magnetic Telegraph Offlce, Fourth
Story, where alt varieties of

Estnhlished tnr the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

No^6

Sight

PENSIONS, HOI NTV MONEY,
Hack Pay, Ac.,

WARREN JOHNSON, M.A

Sailing-

"CHESAPEAKE,” Captain Sidney

Hill.
juII7d&w*>ro

No. 88

of

Portland and New York Steamers.

Weekly

PREgg,

delicacy.

From and after date, until further
new steamer “AVir EngCapt. K. Field, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street, every Tuesday anti
Friday, at 5 o'clock, P. M., for Eastport, Calais and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at 8 o’clock.
ty* Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. M. tin the dav of sailing.
August 4,1W2. a 12 dtf C. C. EATON, Agent.

as

Bank,

DR. UlOKIEV

notice, the

splendid

Caieo

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

N. IP—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attend-

own sex.
ance.

& St. JOHN.

Change of the Days

ell,

over

Infirmary.

theTadies.

particularly invites all Ladle* who
DR.needHUGHES
medical adviser, to call at his
No.
5

Falls.

waid, pa> able at any Bauk in Great Britain

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vassal boro.
llallowoll House, Hallowed.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House. Augusta.
Abbott’s School. Farmington.
Katou Boys' Boarding School, Kent’s

ADVANCE!
a

at the Close of the War!

July 22,1802.

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spring lied Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, ami must sav it far surpassed anything I had anticipated. My wife, who is leeble, lias
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these beds. She would not part with it on any acRev. John allEn.
count.
(Farmington, Feb. 28,1862.

Bounty of-

160 Acres of Bounty Land at the close of the War!

9$
42

1

of

THE

00

@

^

Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
Portland Syrup.hhda
Nnila*

Notice.
and after the first of July, Postage Stamps
and Stamped Envelopes will not be charged at
the Post Office.
jc25tf

00
00
f>0

00
10 00 ** 12 00
8 00 @10 00
45 **
50
13 00 «15 00
»» 00 @32 00
2 GO w 3 00
2 0»» **' 2 2.5
2 50 a 3 75
1 15 ** l 20
1 37 «* l 62
20 <m» **35 00
2 4" ** 2 50
2 35 a 2 45
1 60 f« 1 75
1 25 */ 135
1 15 @ 1 90
21 00 @23 00
8 00 @10 00
66

SHOW-CASES, DESKS, AND DR A WER- WOItK,
Of every description, including Taylor’* SelfSupporting Drawer, the beat kind ever made.
fJT" All order* for Repairing Furniture, Varnishing. Upholstering, Chair Seating, (.lazing, &c.,
Ju!31tf
promptly attended to.

24$

■eclectic medical

MON T It E A Lj

pleasure

To be found in this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

C.

by
Physicians

C. GOODWIN & CO.. Boston.

GEO.

dawtf

The

DAILY

June21d4m

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Offer 31 Exchange Street.

Crow

CUSHINOj

especial

EASTPORT, CALAIS

THIS

&■

by

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

I

Bethel. July 25th

.Spring

STEAMBOATS.

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
been in use a sufficient length ot‘ time to show
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it is used.
Tins invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Bed department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies, aud yet happily overcoming all
their deli cts. It Is flexible as hair.' and yet -<> recuwith great faciliperative as to bring itself into
to the iutalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material w urrautod strong and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

FOSTER

MEDICINE,

Dyspepsia.

RAILWAY.

June 23.

66 ®

6’s and 10's common.
half pds. best brands.
half pds. medium good.
half j>ds. common.
Natural l>eaf, pds.
Fancy, in Foil.

N.

SUMMER

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains of
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
ami causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health aiid usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system, Liver Complaint, lhat main wheel of so maiiy diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all Billious Diseases and
foul stomach,
Costiveness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache, Dizziness, Piles, Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels, Flatulency, I.OSH of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject iu
and Summer.
More than 20,000 persons nave been cured
this
medicine. It is highly recommended by
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
all dealers in Medicine every where at only
Sold
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to

Phillips.

76 « 1 00
GO ,u>
75
45 ($
60

E stablishment

Langley’s

eradicating disease.

Stage leaves Strickland's Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
Dixfield; returning opposite da vs.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
ami Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington .or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield, on Wednesdays and Saturdays, returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, Avon

office.

PRINTING

COM

CONNECTIONS.

money

3 OB

to the

POSED of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow
Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
Mandrake, Dandelion, &c., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in

and

can save

HOOK

-AID-

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

days

C7T* You

THE

Haa bopn rumored from the office
office of the

USE OF THE

76 @ 1 00

Tobacco.
5’s and 10’s best brands.
6’s and 10’s medium.

circular

Dr.

ton.

by

THK

GREAT SPRING AND

Tickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

12]13

ill

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YOU GOOD !”

BY

On and after Monday, May 6, 1862,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
faniiington via Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland aud Lewis-

This road is broad guaoe and is
New ami Splendid Sleeping Car?.

HI

w

I

THROUGH TICKETS

12

«$
w

facts

Health and Strength Secured,

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Via Buffalo, Dunkirk,

following

d&wtimT

“

ANDROSCOGGIN RAILROAD.

ERIE

the

No. 369 Congress Street, Portland.

BY THE

11
10

Hyson.
Tea. Young Hyson.
Tea, Oolong.
Tea, Souchong.

00

6
10
1 70
1 25
1 00
9o

P. M.,
for Wiscassct, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
and Thomaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec k Portland, Androscoggin, aud Somerset
k Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augustu and Portland.
B. II. CUSHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
juno23dtf

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul. La Crosse. St. Louie,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

none
nouo

Tea.

(514 00

ft

leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
on arrival of train from Portland aud Boston,

8}

R E 31 O V A L !

by

fjr

CONNECTIONS.

Stages

8

cured

BOYNTON,

Ophthalmia, as

To

8
3 25
0 00
3 25

S

8 00
3 60
3 00

Canary.

ft 4 38
ft 7 25

ft 14

8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco k Portsmouth, or Kennebec k Portland Depots, in Porllaml.
S. W. EATON, Sup’t.
Farmington May 5, 1862.
juuc23dtf

25

was

similarly

Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Traint.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M and
Bath at 6.30 A. M., for Portland, connectiug with the

and

boy who

tience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
bad formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s'eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
arc
atllicted. Although 1 understand that
the Doctor lias for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public bis surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character.”
Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00 P. M.,
connectiug at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for Waterville,
Kendall’s Mills aud Skowhegau, and at Kendall's
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for Pittafield, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

BTAOE

a

CUBE#.

PRINTING.

__

"JPOR a long time the boy’s eve-lids had
«S>bem entirely Closed. His case was considiKSly1* rre<i almost hopeless. The boy was put under the care of Dr. It., and after great pa-

Farmington.

BTAOE

Remarkable Case of
Dll. Iff. J.

Of Scrofulous
show:

at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad lor Lewiston. Livermore Falls, Wilton aud

SCMlflt

HerdiGras*.

April 11/A, 1862.

ami

MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have purchased from the llauuibal & St. Joseph Railroad
THE
tract of land in Northern

5f

A

M., connecting

INTEREST WILL BE CHARGED,
To commence 00 days after the date of the assessment.
HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer & Collector.

IIM\l>\i;ss

CSggggigTq Passenger trains will leave daily, (SunSEE^HeM11'8 excepted) as follows:
Augusta tor Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.

remaining unpaid
assessment,

HOMESTEADS FOR
6i
2*

6*3}

Please

DANIEL CLARKE.

OJ
2 5ft @
2 12Jto
n
2
1 20 @

been sold in

coll at
A few

Comment' d

a

IN A SUPERIOR STYLE.

No. Ill
12
12
14
16
14
13
14

MEDICAL._

A NEW COFFINWAREHOUSE.

As he does not intend to vary from his former
he will soil them
prices before be came to this

ran.

Oakum, American.

he

50
50

_RAILROADS.
KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

75 @ 3 00
75 @ 3 00

1 60 to 1 65
1 6ft @ 1 55
6 00 to 6 50

Dainar Varnish.
8 00 (5,10 00
3 40 ft 8 00
8 62 ft 3 88
07 ft
09

00 to 0 00
00 @
00
60 @ 8 75

ft
ft
ft
8
7
2
2
8
8

Soap.

Cotton
Flax

none.

MISCELLANEOUS.

—AN1>—

Hay p
Hay,

oil.

Rochelle, Yellow.
Kng. Yen. Red.
Litharge.
Red Lead.
Plaster.
Per ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Provinion*.
Chicago Mess Reef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.
Pork, mess.
Pork, extra do.
Pork, Prime.
Pork, Hams.
Pork, City Smoked llamg.
Produce.
Reef p ijuarter, p ib.
Kggs, p dozen.
Potatoes. pbrl(new.
Apples, dried, p !b.
thickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkies.
Geese.
Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Rice p lb.
Rum.
Rum, Portland distilled.
Salcratu*.
Sale rat us p lb.
Salt.
Salt. Turk’s Is., p hhd. (8 bus.)....
Salt, Liverpool.
Salt, Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Rutter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shat—p 100 lbs.

3"
12
35
2 50

Grain.

By©.

Portland Lead, in
Lewis Lead,
Roxton Lead,
French Zinc,
American Zinc,

Twins.

15 ft 20
7 00 ft 7 50

@ 80
@ 1 60
@> 1 70
p 1 12
2 75 @ 3 00
4 @
4$

Paint*.

16

none

75
1 50
1 66
1 06

Onion*— per bbl.
do p string.

44

Fruit.

Rosin.

Exchange St.

No. 99 FEDERAL STREET.
oodlni
July 39,1861.

ti5
00

11

cHCil

Turpentine p gal.

Board,
Single
obtained
FOR

2|
02

4$®
02 (®
1$®

Oakum*

ROBINSON.
No. 51

00

4}

lj®

Bed
**
Sapan
Quercitron Bark.

in

Ship Moulding*

tty

02 ®

American Calf

or

6
4
55
46
12
33
50
00
30
70
95
60
20

00
00

4$-®

Slaughter Wax Leather.

PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of
F>R
sise
stylo desired—latest patterns and best

ir

26 a)
1 00 (g. 1
16 (at
1 25 ® 1
68 (a>
93 (e)
2
10 @
12 v®

Norway.

lexan and Illinois fanner were speaking
raising corn, etc., and the Illinois man was
boasting of the superior yield of prairie land,
and telling large stories, as all WesteAi men
can do, to which the Texan
replied: “I'll tell
you what, stranger, they make large corn in
your clearing, but It aint a circumstance to
what we raise on the Colorado bottoms. Why,
the corn there averages thirty feet in height,
with twelve ears to a stalk, and a gourd full of
shelled corn at the top!”

4$
6$

6$¥

Cuba.

Dry.

A

04
25
40
25

'a)

16 (®
17 (a>
22 ,®

Extract Logwood.

I then might assuage
In the way of religion ami truth;
Might learn from the wisdom of age,
And be cheered by the sallies ofvoutb.”

of

14
16
11
16
13

10j®

Savanvilla,.

sorrows

The word “sallies” falling to the lot of our
she cast an arch glance at the teacher, and then inquired, “might not‘Sallies’ have
been a noun proper, in the plural, under the
circumstances, sir?”
“I thought so, and she parsed it,”

@
15$®
13

Hypernic.
Campeachy.
Logwood,
"
St. Domingo.

Calf Skins.
Calcutta <’ow—Slaughtered.
Green Salt.

heroine,

22$
none.

Camwood.

drunk on’t.

“My

28
23

21$gi

Brazil Wood.

Nic

60 @ 8 76
00 (® 0 00
00
0 00
00 (i® 0 00

22 (g)

Dye wood*•
Barwood.
Fustic.

8$

0 27 @

ex..

Magnesia.

Indigo, Manilla, line.
Madder,.

**

A class of half a dozen girls were analyzing
and passing Cowper's “Alexander Selkirk."
and all had acquitted themselves creditably,
until this passage was
presented to the favorite
pupil—favorite, 1 say, for it is impossible lor a
teacher not to have favorites:—

8
8
8
8

Alum.
Aloes.
Arrow Root.
Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
Bi Carb. Soda.

<

9

8

Drug* and Dye*.

Sulphur.

11$

00

8$@

Bolt rope, Russia.
do.
Manilla.

Tent

“John.” said a Quaker to a young man, “I
hear thou art going to be married.
“Yes,”
replied John, “I am.” “Well,” replied the man
of drab, “I have one little piece of advice to
give thee, and that is never to marry a woman
worth more than thou art. When I married
my wife I was worth just fifty shillings, and
she was worth sixtv-two; and whenever any
difference occurred between us since, she has
always thrown the odd shillings in my face!”

11 @
86 ®

Cordage, Russia.
Cordage, Manilla...

Navy, Superior,
*«

?mcil,

20
15

(g>

2 75 @ 3 00
3 00 a: 3 12$
2 62 ^ 2 87

Cordage.
Cordage, American.

away,

A poor'little girl belonging to a Sunday
school class, when offering her penny for the
Pottawatomie*, hesitated a little, and being
asked if her mother had given her said penny
for heathen purposes, answered: “No, but for
some slate pencils; but she iiad a little short
and would rather give the cent to the
agans.” The next Sunday the teacher appeared with three long pencils, and the following dialogue ensued:
“Mary, last Sunday you gave your penny
to God, didn’t you ?” “Yes, ma’am.” “Well,
he has sent three pencils.” “Why! does God
keep pencils? And does he give three for a
cent? How good he is!”

17
14

Bcnni.

Sing and pray
Their souls

Two Sides or the Liquor Question.—
A
grocery-keeper in Texas was prosecuted
before Judge MeVeau for selling liquor without a license, and employed a lawyer to defeud
him. The selling of the liquor was duly proved, and the case seemed a very plain one, when
the lawyer for defence rose and said:
“May it please the Court, 1 don’t think the
charge is proved. It is true the witnesses have
sworn that my client sold them a liquor known
hereabouts as red-eye, but not one word have
they said about its being intoxicating liquor.
Now the statute expressly says that no intoxicating liquor shall be sold without a license,
and I submit that your Honor cannot know
judicially that the red-eye sold by my client
was of an intoxicating character.”
This argument was conclusive to Judge McVcan, and the grocery-keeper was aequited.
After the Court had tyourned, he wentup to the
Judge and said:
“I say Mac, I’m derned glad to get rid of
the fine, but I see you don’t know nothin’
about my red-eye. You just drop into the
store and try some on’t, and I guess you’ll find
out ’twill ’toxicate pretty quick. Ef I don't
want to (my a fine, Pm derned ef I’m mean
enough to water my licker so a man can't get

the Press to August 20th.

@
p bbl.
5J
b \a/
C
Ashes, Pot.
Apples*
25
Green
S2
3
00
bbl.
Apples,
@
p
6 (®
7
Apples, Sliced p lb.
6 (g)
6
Apples, Cored p lb.
2
3
Apples, Encored p lb.
Bread*
4 75 @ b 00
Bread. Pilot p 100 lbs.
8 76 ij® 4 00
Bread, Ship.
Crackers per bbl.
3 25 (j® 8 50
35
40
Cracker*, p 100.

heard the voice of God ? And whose religious
faith will bear a stronger test than hers ?

Religion has afforded these people their only
resource; they have no amusements, no diversions, no social visiting. Their children have
The “praise
no plays—no games whatever.
house” (prayer house), as the hut in which
they hold their meetings is called, is their only
recreation. Here, as one of their songs goes,

for

Ashes*
Ashen Pearl

“Notfor your old master too, Tamar?”
“
Yes, sir, for my master and eberybody.” Now
who will say that this old woman had not

In sweet forgetfulness.

Lard Oil.
Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.
Neatsfoot Oil.

MARKETS.

_THE

THEM.”

G. C. Goodwin & Co.,
H
New England. H

Boston, General Agents for
Hay. Portland, ami B E.
General
Bradbury, Bangor,
Agents for Maine.
#ySold by Druggists and Merchants generally.
HOWES k CO., Proprietor*,
iswhnnol
Belfast, Maine.

-PRErAUEl* by-

L.

IT.

TITCOMB,

APOTHECARY,
373 Congress Street,

I'urtluml, Me.

CURES.Dyspepsia.
CORRECTS.Indigestion ami Flatulency.

1*REV ENTS.Liver Complaiuts& Billons Fevers,
RELIEVES
Constipation and Headache,
STRENGTHENS the Nervous System.
ln»
July 1. 1802.

YOU

-WAMT THU--

Best

Ambrotypo

or

Photograph,

not fail to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
they take FKRFKCT L1KKNKSSKS, and warrant satisfaction, at pricer vhich defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrotypcs only Fifteen Cents.

DO

TRASK A
!-*7 Market
July 14th, 1862.

LEWIS,
Siiuure, h’d Preble

dtf

St.

